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Strategy

Time to boost the tourism industry
Over the last decade, tourism has developed
into one of the largest industries in the world.
Globally, the tourism industry has experienced steady growth almost every year. According to available figures, international
tourist arrivals increased from 528 million in
2005, to about 3 billion in 2017. Each year,
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limitations of its armed forces.
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Economics

In search of relief
Shahid Hussain

The government will have to hike electricity tariff by 25pc in the next four
months to curtail power sector losses. Influenced by the rupee depreciation
and demand pressure, inflation has already widened to 8.2pc year-on-year
in February. In the absence of a policy to expand the tax net and improve
exports, prices of essentials are set to increase further in the next few
months.
The government plans to increase power tariff to Rs16.24 per unit from
the existing Rs12.98 per unit to bring power sector losses to zero from July
1, 2019. Recently, it cleared Rs200 billion of circular debt that had swelled
to over Rs1.64 trillion to slightly improve cash flows of the energy sector
including oil, gas and electricity companies. The largest chunk, Rs60b,
flowed to the Pakistan State Oil (PSO), followed by Rs54b to the Independent Power Producers (IPPs) and Rs25b to the Pakistan LNG Ltd
(PLL) for onward payments to fuel suppliers. The government plans to increase power tariff by Rs3.26 per unit to meet conditions, set by the International Monetary Fund (IMF) for a bailout package for Pakistan. The tariff
adjustment of 25pc will be in addition to the monthly fuel price adjustments,
which would result an increase of Rs1.9 per unit if gas is supplied at
850mmcfd for April, May and June 2019. The impact on the consumer will
be an increase of average per unit price from Rs12.98 per unit to Rs13.85
per unit in March and then to Rs15.31 per unit in June.
Pakistan is expected to reach an agreement with the International Monetary Fund (IMF) on a potential bailout package worth $12 billion to support
its economy, improve foreign exchange reserves and overcome a balance
of payment crisis. “Early indications suggest that Pakistani authorities requested aid of $12 billion. We maintain that Pakistan and the IMF will reach
an agreement over a bailout soon, with a potential bailout size of about
$12 billion," Fitch Solutions, an affiliate of the Fitch Ratings, said in its latest
update on Pakistan's economy. “We believe that the conditions and targets
will focus on key areas such as fiscal consolidation and debt management,
a review of monetary and exchange rate policy, financial and banking sector reforms, as well as the implementation of key structural reforms," it
added.
If negotiated, it will be the biggest IMF loan received by a Pakistani
government. A 2013 package had improved Pakistan's macroeconomic
fundamentals over the three year time-frame before fiscal and monetary
management started to slip again in late-2016 and 2017. "We would expect
similar measures to be implemented in the event of a package being
signed." Fitch said measures to strengthen Pakistan's fiscal and debt dynamics would likely be a major cornerstone of the IMF deal, with the endgoal of narrowing the budget deficit and stabilising the debt-to-GDP ratio
through austerity measures. "The policies will likely be aimed at reducing
the budget deficit from an estimated 6.6 per cent in 2018 to approximately
4-5 per cent, or even lower, over the next one-to-three years, with the
budget 2018-19 (July-June) already targeting a deficit of 4.9 per cent. It
would be roughly in line with the consolidation programme implemented
in 2013 that set out expectations for a reduction in the fiscal deficit by an
annualised one per cent per year for three years," it added.
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Pakistan’s public debt stands at 71.4 per cent of the GDP. The IMF previously targeted to lower the debt-to-GDP ratio from 63.9 per cent in 2013
to 60.5 per cent over a period of three years. However, it was not achieved
and the ratio eventually rose to 67.6 per cent in 2016. Similar to the previous loan agreement, experts say the IMF will ask Pakistan to strengthen
tax administration, broaden the tax base and raise its tax-to-GDP ratio. In
addition, the reduction in public spending would likely involve further reductions to energy subsidies, as the target of reducing the subsidies to 0.4
per cent of the GDP under the previous package was not met given that
subsidies still stood around 0.9 per cent in 2016. Moreover, there will also
likely be a focus on reducing transfers to provinces so as to better align
federal and provincial responsibilities in expenditure. Structural reforms
will be another pillar of the IMF deal, similar to the reforms under the loan
arrangement in 2013 and they will likely focus on the privatisation of lossmaking public sector entities and measures to improve the local business
scene.
The Pakistan Tehreek-i-Insaf (PTI) government has obtained $10 billion
from countries including the UAE, Saudi Arabia and China to help stabilise
foreign exchange, meet its current account deficit and support the rupee.
Due to a persistent decline in foreign reserves, the rupee has depreciated
approximately 30 per cent in the past year and Pakistan needs fresh funding to support the currency and foreign reserves.
Experts hope the biggest loan from the IMF will help stabilise the rupee.
However, they warn an IMF loan will come at stringent terms and the Pakistan government would need to work hard for its servicing. A $12 billion
loan in current circumstances is positive but there could a challenge for
repayment in the coming months, as the government has no policy to expand its tax net and improve exports even after being in the power for over
seven months. Also, inflation will increase due to a hike in gas and electric
prices due to the loan deal. The government will have to come up with
quick solutions and policies. It will have to control its costs and reduce expenditures in addition to managing funds in such a way that it must not opt
for a loan again in the future.
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War hysteria

Modi’s brinkmanship
Nasim Ahmed

Over the past week, Indian PM Modi’s brinkmanship brought South Asia’s
two nuclear powers dangerously close to a horrendous conflict that was
avoided just by a hair’s breadth. First, the Indian government created a
war hysteria in the wake of the Pulwama attack and then Indian planes
crossed the Line of Control. They fled back when challenged by the Pakistan Air Force, but not before dropping their payload in Azad Kashmir.
This was a naked act of aggression but Pakistan showed restraint. The
next day, Indian jets again attacked across the LoC, resulting in two of
them being shot down and the capture of a pilot. Our fighter planes, by
shooting down the Indian aircraft without crossing the LOC, gave a loud
and clear message to the Indian leadership that Pakistan was fully capable
and ready to thwart any aggressive act against it.
The outbreak of hostilities along the sensitive Kashmir border created
a war-like situation and, naturally, rang alarm bells around the world. India
made matters worse by moving its ground forces to forward positions and
banning its air space for all commercial Pakistani flights. Sensing the ugly
Indian mood, Pakistan too closed down all its airports and put its air force
and navy on high alert.
After the shooting down of Indian planes, Prime Minister Imran Khan,
in his address to the nation, presented an olive branch to India, stressing
the need for a peaceful resolution of all disputes. He said that in spite of
grave provocation, Pakistan did not want an escalation which could lead
to war between the two nuclear nations. He pointed out that wars have
their own momentum and, once started, were not easy to control by the
warring sides. He also announced that as a goodwill gesture and an
earnest of its peaceful intention, Pakistan would release the captured Indian pilot.
Wing Commander Abhinandan has gone back to India but New Delhi
has maintained its steely ambiguance on how to proceed further to ease
the tensions, whose embers are still alive. As noted by international observers, PM Modi is playing a dangerous political game with his eye on
the coming elections in India. Throughout his political career, Modi has
promoted and aligned with extremist Hindu elements in Indian society. Following the massacre of 2000 Muslims in Gujrat during his chief ministership, he rose to become the prime minister of India by fanning rabid
nationalist passions among fanatic Hindus. He has thrived on anti-Muslim
and anti-Pakistan rhetoric and, as the world media has pointed out, wants
to keep the war tension between the two countries alive until the general
elections in India.
The current round of Indo-Pak confrontation started with the Pulwama
attack, which India blamed on Pakistan-linked terrorists. Although PM
Imran Khan has repeatedly asked New Delhi to provide credible proof of
Pakistan’s involvement in the incident, yet the latter has failed to do so. Instead, India continues to defame Pakistan as a state sponsoring terrorism.
This is contrary to facts. In the last decade, Pakistan lost 70,000 of its citizens to terrorist attacks. In multiple operations launched against terrorists
in recent years, the Pakistan army has killed thousands of militants and
destroyed their hideouts in the tribal areas. Also, all militant organisations
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have been banned and their leaders arrested.
In view of the continuing danger from India, Pakistan needs to launch
a diplomatic offensive to ask the world community to play its part in de-escalating the dangerous situation, which has the potential to get out of control and sear the peace of the region and beyond. The ball is in India’s
court. Pakistan is ready to talk but India seems to be in an intransigent
mood. In recent months, New Delhi has persistently spurned Islamabad’s
offer of talks. This negative attitude of India is the main hurdle to peace in
the sub-continent.
Needless to say, dialogue is the only way to dissipate the present state
of tension and solve the Kashmir issue, which has been festering for the
last 70 years. Kashmir is not a territorial dispute. It is a humanitarian issue,
based on the democratic principle and international law and convention of
self-determination. There is a long history of over 600,000 Kashmiris massacred in nearly a century by extremist violence by fanatic Hindus.
In the recent uprisings spread over three decades, over 100,000 Kashmiris have been killed by the Indian security forces. But Indian atrocities
have not been able to dampen the spirit of freedom-seeking Kashmiri people. The current agitation in Kashmir is a purely indigenous movement
which is not going to die down. India is mistaken, if it thinks it can control
the situation by the use of brute force. It is time it came to the negotiating
table with Pakistan to find a peaceful settlement to Kashmir and other disputes that have kept the sub-continent in a state of confrontation.
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Strategy

Time to boost the
tourism industry
Nasim Ahmed

Over the last decade, tourism has developed into one of the largest industries in the world. Globally, the tourism industry has experienced
steady growth almost every year. According to available figures, international tourist arrivals increased from 528 million in 2005, to about 3
billion in 2017. Each year, Europe receives the largest number of international tourists. It also produces the largest number of travellers with
approximately 607 million tourists leaving in 2016, more than double
compared to the second largest tourist origin – the Asia-Pacific region.
Several countries, such as Britain, France and the United States,
are popular tourist destinations, but other lesser-known countries are
rapidly emerging to reap economic benefits of the industry. However,
tourist numbers in Pakistan hover around an abysmal 2 million per
annum on average, which too mostly comprise domestic tourists. This
is in stark contrast to our eastern neighbors, China and India, which attract 60 million and 10 million tourists on average, respectively.
How bad the tourism situation in our country is, can be gauged from
the fact that in the Travel and Tourism Competitiveness Index 2017 of
the World Economic Forum, Pakistan was ranked 124 out of 136 countries covered. The worst category in the ranking scale was due to visa
requirements, where its position was 135 out of 136 countries. In terms
of prioritisation of travel and tourism, the country ranked at 132 among
the 136 countries surveyed in the report. Similarly, the effectiveness of
marketing and branding to attract tourists got the ranking of 125 out of
136. According to the report, the quality of tourism infrastructure was
ranked at 123, while hotel rooms got ranking of 129. There are a total
of 36 world heritage cultural sites in Pakistan while the attractiveness
of natural assets scored 127.
UNESCO says tourism presents both opportunities and challenges.
With more than 1.2 billion people travelling across borders each year,
World Heritage sites, Biosphere Reserves and Global Geoparks around
the world are attracting a growing number of visitors. This is creating
significant opportunities for local economic development, investment,
and revenue for conservation. It is also enabling us to educate more
people about our cultural and natural heritage, and the need to protect
it for future generations. Tourism is also being used as a tool for creativity and innovation, to support intangible cultural heritage and creative industries.
Like any activity, tourism has powerful effects on the economy, society and environment. In addition to the socioeconomic impact of
tourism, the sector, if managed sustainably, can be a factor for environmental preservation, cultural appreciation and understanding among
peoples. Sustainable tourism is a positive instrument towards the eradication of poverty, the protection of the environment and the improvement of quality of life, especially in developing countries. Well-designed
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and well-managed tourism can make a significant contribution to three
dimensions of sustainable development —economic, social and environmental.
Pakistan has tremendous potential for tourism promotion which has
not yet been fully utilized. The need is to launch a coordinated drive to
boost both domestic and international tourism. The problems hindering
tourism in Pakistan are mostly related to inadequate infrastructure, negative travel advisory to international tourists, boarding and lodging, poor
connectivity through air and road, NoC requirement for foreigners to
visit northern areas including AJK, trust deficit in public and private sector and poor tour operators.
There are numerous reasons for the sub-optimal performance of the
tourism sector. Security, terrorism and law and order are the main reasons that impede the tourism industry and prevent tourists from visiting
Pakistan. Government negligence and bureaucratic inertia is the second main reason that negatively affects the industry. There is no national tourism policy while the sector has been devolved to provinces
without having any coordination mechanism at the national level. There
seems to be little dedication and commitment at national and provincial
levels towards promotion and projection of tourism opportunities and
touristic products.
Pakistan is a country generously blessed with topography, four
weathers, picturesque Northern Areas, Swat Valley, religious (Buddhist
and Sikh/Hindu), historical sites, etc. Pakistan also has a great opportunity to develop a 1,046km-long coastline in the south by creating resorts and hotels. To develop the sector, it is important to develop a
national tourism policy which integrates all the provinces, including
Gilgit-Baltistan and Azad Jammu and Kashmir. In order to create an enabling environment, the government should promote public-private partnership for a competitive tourism market.
Domestic tourism has increased but the facilities and the management of tourist hotels are not very accommodating. The government
should regulate and standardise the quality of the facilities. Furthermore, monitoring of the facilities quarterly or annually will make hotels
maintain their quality of services. For foreign tourism, one of the most
important aspects is to develop a branding strategy which creates a
soft image of Pakistan. In this regard, sponsoring clerics, academics
and public intellectuals, who project a positive and soft version of religion, can prove to be a step in the right direction. Without doubt, the
recent decision by the government to allow e-visa and grant visa on arrival to citizens of over 60 countries will go a long way to attract more
tourists. At the same time, Pakistan’s embassies abroad should be directed to widely publicise the new tourist-friendly policies adopted by
the government.
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Diplomacy

Imran’s diplomatic
reverse swing
Muhammad Hassan

Pakistan Prime Minister Imran Khan is being praised by the world media
for his statesmanship during a stand-off with India after the Pulwama attack. Besides restraint, his gesture to release an Indian pilot and sack a
Punjab minister for derogatory remarks against Hindus has won him appreciation, not only in Pakistan but also abroad.
On the other hand, Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi faces tough
questions from the media and the opposition about his claims of adventurism against Pakistan. Photos shared on Facebook and Twitter claiming
to show a devastated area of Pakistan on February 27, 2019, after Indian
airstrikes are "misleading", AFP reported. The images, also published by
the BBC, are photos showing the aftermath of a 2005 earthquake which
killed tens of thousands of people in Pakistan. This misleading Facebook
post was published-on February 27, 2019 and has been shared hundreds
of times, the Paris-based news agency stated in its Fact Check website. It
contains three images which show destroyed buildings and dead bodies
in the rubble. AFP stated in a tweet that people were sharing their photos
taken in 2005 out of context. On February 26, 2019, India said it had carried out airstrikes on suspected militant bases inside Pakistan. Earlier, the
Reuters had also proved the India claim wrong with the help of satellite
images of the area. The images produced by Planet Labs Inc, a San Francisco-based private satellite operator, show at least six buildings on the
madrasa site on March 4, six days after the airstrike.
Prime Minister Imran Khan, who effectively de-escalated the tensions
with India, is now being praised by the world media for his statesmanship
during the crisis situation. The Financial Times, in its latest report, said:
“The erstwhile cricketing all-rounder demonstrated he was as deft and
steely nerved a player on the political stage as on the sports pitch, coolly
navigating Islamabad’s most serious crisis in relations with India in
decades.” The report, titled “Imran Khan recast as statesman after deft
touch eases India crisis” lavished praise on the Pakistani prime minister
for his decision to free the Indian pilot, which paved the way for ease in
tension between the two countries.
Former Indian Supreme Court Judge Markandey Katju joined the bandwagon batting for a Nobel Peace Prize for Imran Khan. In a phone conversation with a Pakistani news channel, Katju praised Imran Khan for
de-escalating tension between India and Pakistan. In a clip shared by Pakistani journalist Hamid Mir on Twitter, Katju said he was impressed by
Imran's speech in Parliament, adding that he was a real statesman. "Imran
Khan's speech was mature, balanced and full of wisdom. He calmly explained why war is not the solution for both nations. His speech should be
shared throughout the world, not just in our subcontinent. He deserves a
Nobel Prize," Katju said. Earlier, he took to Twitter to praise Imran Khan
for his speech. "He has shown wisdom and restraint of a statesman, unlike
our jingoistic leaders who are sabre-rattling."
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K.C. Singh, a former Indian diplomat and strategic affairs expert, wrote:
“The pilot’s release was a peace gesture. But it is unlikely that any dialogue
between India and Pakistan can begin before the upcoming Lok Sabha
election. The new government in India post-May will have to deal with a
shrewd Imran Khan, who has shown the same versatility in office that he
showed on the cricket field.” In an article, he said “The Indian aggressive
policy of Ajit Doval, or Dovalisation of the Kashmir policy – using force
sans political outreach and carrying out “surgical strikes” to counter Pakistani terror – have run their course in the current term of the Modi government. Imran Khan capitalised on the moment, portraying a picture of
dignified moderation and readiness to settle differences through talks. He
took everyone by surprise when on the floor of Pakistan’s National Assembly, he promised the unilateral repatriation of Indian pilot Abhinandan
Varthaman. Imran Khan’s gesture of goodwill will lower the tension and
lead to a gradual stepping back from the edge. Hawks in Indian establishment and the BJP will be stranded by Imran Khan’s diplomatic reverse
swing.”
As India’s mainstream media, especially electronic media, was baying
for blood by whipping up war hysteria, peace-lovers took to Twitter in an
attempt to douse the fire of hatred. They welcomed the rescue of the Indian
pilot by Pakistani troops from a mob after his jet was shot down. When
Prime Minister Imran Khan announced his release as a gesture of peace,
they welcomed the move as “real statesmanship.” Indian Punjab Chief
Minister Amarinder Singh expressed his joy and said the release would
serve as a stepping stone for goodwill. Indian cricketer-turned-politician
Navjot Singh Sidhu welcomed Imran’s move saying that “every noble act
makes a way for itself… your goodwill gesture is a cup of joy for a billion
people, a nation rejoices”. Socio-political activist and columnist Sudheendra Kulkarni said Premier Imran has “proved to be a Man of Peace”. Tanvir
Sadiq, political adviser to former Chief Minister of Indian Occupied Kashmir
(IOK) Omar Abdullah, thanked the Pakistani leader and said it would be
“sad news for warmongers”. Noted Indian journalist Barkha Dutt said New
Delhi should welcome the gesture which has led to the opening of door to
de-escalation. Another former Chief Minister of IOK, Mehbooba Mufti, also
praised the prime minister and said it was time for the Indian political leadership to take measures to de-escalate the situation. All Parties Hurriyat
Conference Chairman Mirwaiz Umar Farooq also welcomed Imran’s announcement and hoped that better sense would prevail.
Prime Minister Imran Khan was also lauded, even by Indians, for his
decision to remove Punjab Information Minister Fayyaz-ul-Hassan Chohan
after his offensive remarks against Hindus. It is obvious that the civilian
government of Imran Khan and the establishment are on the same page
on all national and international issues. However, his recent actions have
won him laurels in Pakistan and abroad.
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Hostility

From the brink of
nuclear war
Muhammad Ali

India and Pakistan have returned from the brink of a nuclear war twice
after a recent tense stand-off. The war could have started after the two
powers used airpower against each other. India’s second thought averted
it for the second time when it avoided a planned attack on Pakistan from
its Rajasthan airbase with the backing of Israel.
According to experts, India and Pakistan possess two of the fastest
growing nuclear arsenals in the world. Hans Kristensen of the Federation
of American Scientists estimates that India possesses some 140 nuclear
weapons, while Pakistan has around 150. Of particular concern is Pakistan’s growing inventory of smaller, tactical nuclear weapons. According
to Kristensen, these weapons are part of an effort “to create a full-spectrum deterrent that is designed not only to respond to nuclear attacks, but
also to counter an Indian conventional incursion onto Pakistani territory.”
Reports in Pakistani newspapers, quoting an unnamed government
source, say India had planned a “dangerous attack” on Pakistan from its
Rajasthan airbase. However, timely intelligence and backdoor contacts
made it clear to India that a befitting response would be given if it were
to go ahead with the planned attack, which would possibly take the countries to a “point of no return.” It is feared the next possible escalation by
India would not be in terms of ground, air or missiles, but more likely in
the form of a hybrid conflict in the nature of militant attacks, economic
measures, etc, against Pakistan.
World renowned journalist, Robert Fisk, has also confirmed the nexus
of India and Israel against Pakistan. In an article in the Independent, he
wrote, “For months, Israel has been assiduously lining itself up alongside
India’s nationalist BJP government in an unspoken — and politically dangerous — “anti-Islamist” coalition, an unofficial, unacknowledged alliance, while India itself has now become the largest weapons market for
the Israeli arms trade. Not by chance, therefore, has the Indian press just
trumpeted the fact that Israeli-made Rafael Spice-2000 “smart bombs”
were used by the Indian air force in its strike against Jaish-e-Mohammad
(JeM) “terrorists” inside Pakistan.”
India was Israel’s largest arms client in 2017, paying £530 million for
Israeli air defence, radar systems and ammunition, including air-toground missiles — most of them tested during Israel’s military offensives
against Palestinians and targets in Syria. “Israel itself is trying to explain
away its continued sales of tanks, weapons and boats to the Myanmar
military dictatorship — while western nations impose sanctions on the
government which has attempted to destroy its minority and largely Muslim Rohingya people. But Israel’s arms trade with India is legal, aboveboard and much advertised by both sides. The Israelis have filmed joint
exercises between their own “special commando” units and those sent
by India to be trained in the Negev desert, again with all the expertise
supposedly learned by Israel in Gaza and other civilian-thronged battle-
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fronts. Several Indian commentators, however, have warned that
rightwing Zionism and rightwing nationalism under Modi should not become the foundation stone of the relationship between the two countries,
both of which — in rather different ways — fought the British empire,” he
observed.
It is believed the US and some countries in the Gulf intervened to
ease tensions between Pakistan and India. According to the American
media the US used its allies across the world, particularly those in the
Gulf, to help defuse tensions. “We instructed numerous embassies, including in the Gulf, to weigh in on both sides,” a senior administration official told VOA on condition of anonymity. “I think the Saudis were
particularly helpful,” the official added, as Pakistani officials acknowledged the role of Middle Eastern countries in resolving the crisis. Pakistani Information Minister Fawad Hussain Chaudhry told the
Saudi-based Arab News that the crown princes of Saudi Arabia and the
United Arab Emirates played a “commendable” role during the crisis,
adding that other Muslim countries had also been a “great help.” Multiple
other countries and international organizations, including the United Nations and the European Union, also worked to calm the situation after
India and Pakistan appeared to be inching toward a military conflict.
According to the BBC, India's ruling Hindu nationalist Bharatiya
Janata Party (BJP) hoped to win two dozen more seats in the election
after the airstrikes in Pakistan. “A prominent leader of the BJP, BS Yeddyurappa, said the armed aerial hostilities between India and Pakistan
would help his party win some two dozen seats in the upcoming general
election. The remark by Yeddyurappa, former chief minister of Karnataka,
was remarkable in its candour. Not surprisingly, it was immediately seized
upon by opposition parties. They said it was a brazen admission of the
fact that Prime Minister Narendra Modi's party was mining the tensions
between the nuclear-armed rivals ahead of general elections,” it said in
a report.
Security experts say it was the first time in history that a nuclear
weapons state conducted airstrikes against another nuclear weapons
power, which could easily spiral into a full-blown war, with serious consequences on both sides. Mirage 2000 jets used by the Indian Air Force
in the raid deliver some of India’s airborne nuclear weapons. Pakistan
responded to India’s air-assault with artillery strikes and conducted
airstrikes of its own. Pakistan shot down two Indian jets and captured
one of the pilots, while India claimed to have downed a Pakistani jet. Fortunately, the capture of the Indian pilot was a positive turn in the crisis,
providing a human face to the standoff and ultimately leading to his release by Pakistan as a peace gesture that helped defuse tensions. Experts say Pakistan will have to remain in a state of preparedness
continuously to foil Indian designs.
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Militancy

A knee-jerk
reaction?
Muhammad Zain

The government has launched a crackdown on members of banned organizations, but questions are rising about its efficacy and timing, especially after India accused a Pakistan-based outfit for the deadly
Pulwama attack.
The government says the countrywide crackdown has started as part
of the National Action Plan (NAP), launched in the aftermath of the December 2014 terrorist attack on the Army Public School (APS). The law
enforcement agencies have arrested hundreds of people and taken control of dozens of seminaries, mosques, hospitals and welfare organisations. Now all the institutions would run under the district administration.
The staff at the institutions would be allowed to continue work after due
clearance and scrutiny. The action started after Minister of State for Interior Shaharyar Afridi announced action against people, belonging to
the organizations, proscribed by the United Nations. The son and a
close relative of Maulana Masood Azhar, the founder of the Jaish-e-Mohammad (JeM), that was accused by India of the February 14 Pulwama
attack, were also detained. However, the government has rejected
claims they were arrested after an Indian dossier named them.
The 20-point NAP aims to counter violent extremism, hate speech
and hate literature and to de-weaponise society. Its three points specifically relate to action against proscribed organisations. The Interior Ministry has also released an updated list of 70 banned organizations. It
includes Jamaat-ud-Dawa, its welfare organization, Falah-i-Insaniyat
Foundation (FIF) and Jaish-e-Mohammad (JeM). Experts say the clampdown was ordered to meet the requirements of the Financial Action
Task Force (FATF) regarding the implementation of designation of persons and entities under the UNSC resolutions. Pakistan, despite making
some progress in overcoming the shortcomings in its counter-terrorism
financing and anti-money laundering regimes, continues to remain
under the cloud at the global illicit financing watchdog. After failing to
convince the FATF, Pakistan is now required to complete actions it has
to take by the May timeline. The next FATF plenary is due in June this
year.
The order has also come against the backdrop of reports that the
government is finally readying itself for a decisive action against extremist and militant groups. A meeting of the National Security Committee
has directed the law enforcement agencies to accelerate actions against
proscribed groups and also reinstated a ban on the Jamaatud Dawa
(JuD) and its charity wing, Falah-i-Insaniyat Foundation (FIF). The directive came amid a stand-off with India in the aftermath of the Pulwama
attack, giving an impression that it was being done under the pressure
of the situation. However, officials insist the decision on the action
against the proscribed groups was decided long before and its objective
was to get a favourable outcome at the FATF.
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Experts say a recent warning to Pakistan by the FATF to deliver on
its commitments to curb terror financing and money laundering risks to
the global financial system has put the country’s entire machinery into
an aggressive mode to show tangible progress within two months. The
achievement of 27 targets under a 10-point action plan has now become
a top priority for the government. As the FATF meetings were still in
progress, the government announced a ban on Jamaat-ud-Dawa (JuD)
and Falah-i-Insaniyat Foundation (FIF) to partially address the concerns
raised by India that Pakistan supported militant organisations, including
Jaish-e-Mohammad (JeM), or at least considered them low-risk entities.
As JeM claimed responsibility for the Pulwama attack, it provided
India with new fuel to embarrass Pakistan and it tried to isolate it financially and diplomatically. The FATF had specifically noted with concern
and condemned the attack, saying such incidents proved that terrorism
continued to threaten societies and citizens around the world, which
could not occur without money and the means to move funds among
terrorist supporters. In an alarming development, the Financial Monitoring Unit, set up the Pakistan government, issued 8,707 suspicious transaction reports in 2018, up 57pc from 5,548 in 2017. In a recent meeting,
authorities reported to the prime minister that the issue was serious from
a global perspective, noting that it was in Pakistan’s own interest to put
its house in order. It was reported that six banks had been fined and
109 bankers were being investigated for opening fake bank accounts.
About 8,707 suspicious transaction reports were issued in 2018 by the
Financial Monitoring Unit, showing almost 57 per cent growth over 5,548
of 2017. About 1,136 suspicious transaction reports were issued in January and February this year alone. Smuggled currency and jewellery
worth more than Rs20 billion were confiscated between July 2018 and
Jan 31, up 66pc from Rs12b a year ago.
Undoubtedly, the crackdown is a step towards the right direction by
the Imran Khan-led government. However, questions are being raised
whether the crackdown would reach a logical conclusion after similar
measures in the past failed to produce desired results. Action was taken
against banned organisations but they reappeared with different names.
The PTI government has different reasons for the action. Its main objective is to remove Pakistan from Financial Action Task Force’s (FATF)
grey list to encourage a boost in foreign direct investment. It will promote
tourism in the country, which is a key goal of the ruling party. It will also
improve Pakistan’s image in the world.
Experts say Pakistan does not need any reason to take action
against militant organizations. The crackdown must not stop short of its
goals. It will not only improve Pakistan’s image abroad but also pave
the way for a new Pakistan, which Prime Minister Imran Khan promised
during his election campaign.
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Warmongering

India’s imaginative
success
Shahid Hussain

An Indian attack on alleged terrorist camps in Balakot and an aerial clash
with Pakistan has been the focus of the world media and analysts. They
have not only disputed Indian claims of killing 300 to 400 militants, but also
identified limitations of its armed forces. The clash has also proved the superiority of the armed forces of Pakistan and brought the Kashmir issue to
the international limelight.
The downing of an Indian plane has shocked observers. They say the
loss has laid bare the challenges faced by the India’s armed forces. Pakistan’s JF-17 jet fighter, which hit the Indian plane, also rose to prominence in the whole world. According to renowned journalist Robert Fisk,
Israel has been assiduously lining itself up alongside India’s nationalist
BJP government in an unspoken — and politically dangerous — “anti-Islamist” coalition, an unofficial, unacknowledged alliance, while India itself
has now become the largest weapons market for the Israeli arms trade.
“Not by chance, therefore, has the Indian press just trumpeted the fact
that Israeli-made Rafael Spice-2000 “smart bombs” were used by the Indian air force in its strike against Jaish-e-Mohammad (JeM) “terrorists”
inside Pakistan. Like many Israeli boasts of hitting similar targets, the Indian adventure into Pakistan might owe more to the imagination than military success. The “300-400 terrorists” supposedly eliminated by the
Israeli-manufactured and Israeli-supplied GPS-guided bombs may turn
out to be little more than rocks and trees. But there was nothing unreal
about the savage ambush of Indian troops in India-held Kashmir on February 14 which the JeM claimed, and which left over 40 Indian soldiers
dead. Nor the shooting down of at least one Indian jet,” he wrote in the
Independent.
According to the New York Times, it was an inauspicious moment for a
military the United States is banking on to help keep an expanding China
in check. “An Indian Air Force pilot found himself in a dogfight with a warplane from the Pakistani Air Force, and ended up a prisoner behind enemy
lines for a brief time. The pilot made it home in one piece, however bruised
and shaken, but the plane, an aging Soviet-era MiG-21, was less lucky.
The aerial clash, the first by the South Asian rivals in nearly five decades,
was a rare test for the Indian military — and it left observers a bit dumbfounded. While the challenges faced by the India’s armed forces are no
secret, its loss of a plane to a country whose military is about half the size
and receives a quarter of the funding was still telling. India’s armed forces
are in alarming shape. If intense warfare broke out tomorrow, India could
supply its troops with only 10 days of ammunition, according to government estimates. And 68 percent of the army’s equipment is so old, it is officially considered “vintage,” it noted in a report.
Pakistan’s JF Thunder 17 shot to prominence after the dogfight. “It may
have been a JF-17 jet fighter that shot down an Indian warplane. The Indian side used a MiG-21, designed by the Soviets, that has been in service
since the 1960s. Indian pilots call the old jet “the flying coffin” for the accidents it has been involved in. India has in recent years been trying to mod-
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ernize its military. But it does not have the industry ecosystem. India may
have smart engineers, but that does not mean that they can design a combat jet," a CNN report said. The shares of the Chinese JF-17 fighter jet
manufacturer's sister company surged after a former Pakistani officer's
tweet the planes were used by the Pakistan Air Force (PAF) to shoot down
the Indian military aircraft. PAF Air Marshal (Retired) Shahid Latif had
tweeted, "Proud to announce, I was project director for JF-17 Thunder program jointly produced by Pakistan and China during the tenure of General
Pervez Musharraf. Today, same jets targeted and shot down Indian Jets
which entered Pakistani Airspace.” Less than two hours after the tweet,
shares of Shenzhen-listed Sichuan Chengfei Integration Technology
(CAC-SCIT), a sister company of JF-17 maker Chengdu Aircraft Corporation (CAC), rose 10 per cent in five minutes - hitting the maximum daily
rise allowed on the Chinese stock market, the Chinese media reported.
The recent clashes between Pakistan and India have once again highlighted the Kashmir issue in the world. “Since Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi came to power in 2014, the number of cease-fire violations has
jumped yet again. Under Modi, Indian commanders have complete freedom to decide when and how to fire. Last year was the worst year for such
cross-border firing in 15 years, according to data from the Indo-Pak Conflict
Monitor, an independent research initiative, with each side reporting 2,000
or more incidents,” the Washington Post noted.
India’s claim that its warplanes had hit an Islamist group's training camp
and killed a large number of militants has also proved wrong. “High-resolution satellite images show that a religious school appears to be still standing days after India claimed its warplanes had hit the site. The images
produced by Planet Labs Inc, a San Francisco-based private satellite operator, show at least six buildings on the madrasa site on March 4, six days
after the airstrike. Until now, no high-resolution satellite images were publicly available. But the images from Planet Labs, which show details as
small as 72 cm (28 inches), offer a clearer look at the structures the Indian
government said it attacked. The image is virtually unchanged from an
April 2018 satellite photo of the facility. There are no discernible holes in
the roofs of buildings, no signs of scorching, blown-out walls, displaced
trees around the madrasa or other signs of an aerial attack. The images
cast further doubt on statements made by the Indian government of Prime
Minister Narendra Modi that the raids, early on February 26, had hit all the
intended targets at the madrasa site near Jaba village and the town of Balakot in Pakistan's Khyber Pakhtunkhwa province,” the Reuters said.
Indian opposition parties blame Prime Minister Narendra Modi for politicization of the armed forces. They think he is flaring up the conflict with
Pakistan and using the armed forces to win the general election. Experts
say Narendra Modi had no other option after defeats in three state elections recently. However, his government’s lies about the attacks on Pakistan, downing of a plane and capture and release of an Indian pilot may
prove counterproductive.
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Viewpoint

What to do on foreign
policy front
Raza Khan
The recent crisis between Pakistan and India triggered by the Pulwama attack
in Indian Occupied Kashmir (IOK) has once again demonstrated the huge challenges in the foreign policy realm to the Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI)-led
coalition government of Pakistan. The challenges become more complex by
the presence of an ostensibly weak coalition government in Pakistan and an
extremely nationalist government of the Bhartiya Janata Party (BJP) in Delhi.
Although the BJP is going to complete its five-year rule soon but there is always
a possibility that it may win again in the upcoming national elections. Even if
the Indian National Congress, the main opposition party of India, along with
some smaller political parties, is able to win the next elections in India, there is
no guarantee that the conflict between Islamabad and Delhi would not escalate
into a limited war. This is, indeed, a very important aspect of the foreign policy
challenges for Prime Minister Imran Khan’s government.
Apart from the Pakistan-India conflict and strained relations between them,
the process of negotiations between the Afghan Taliban and the United States
has also entered a decisive phase. Both sides are claiming that there may soon
be a breakthrough in the talks. As Pakistan is playing an anchoring role in the
Taliban-US talks, this is yet another challenge for Islamabad to see the talks succeed between the two sides. Thirdly, in addition to the Pakistan-India sour ties
and US-Taliban talks, another very important challenge for the coalition government of Pakistan is to improve its not-so-friendly relations with the US. Fourthly,
the government of Pakistan also needs to oversee the successful implementation
of various projects of the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC). Fifthly, PM
Khan’s government also needs to attract substantial foreign investment into Pakistan, particularly from Saudi Arabia and other wealthy Arabian countries.
Insofar as the challenge of a constant threat of aggression from India to
Pakistan is concerned, it is so big that PM Khan has to put an assortment of
efforts to meet it. To negotiate with the threat from India, the government has
to keep an eye on the upcoming elections in India. In case the BJP returns to
power in Delhi, Islamabad would have to launch a two-pronged strategy. On
the one hand, Pakistan would have to improve its defence vis-à-vis India, particularly purchasing some state-of-the-art military hardware, like fighter and surveillance aircrafts. Unfortunately, the US, which has been the main arms
supplier to Pakistan, has nearly stopped delivering new military aircraft to Pakistan. The new F-16s fighter jets to Pakistan, which Washington has held back
long ago, is a case in point. Therefore, Pakistan would have to buy new fighter
jets, either from Russia or Sweden, which is extremely important. However, for
buying fighters, Pakistan would have to set aside a huge amount of funds which
may not be possible for the government at the moment, given the extremely
bad state of the national economy. Thus, in order to buy new military technology
in the face of growing threats from India and the increasing military imbalance
between Islamabad and Delhi, the PTI government would have to look into the
matter with extreme seriousness. On the other hand in order to normalize its
relations with India, PM Khan has to improve the quality of its diplomacy to convince the world that India has unleashed a reign of terror in IOK and that the
conflict in Kashmir is arguably the only nuclear flashpoint in the world, as nuclear-armed Pakistan and India, in order to defeat the other or survive, could
even not desist from using the unusable weapons of war. Pakistan also has to
engage India diplomatically, particularly the new government by telling that the
conflict between Pakistan and India over Kashmir is not in the interest of any
country. However, if the BJP returns to power, PM Khan would have an uphill
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task to engage India diplomatically. So far, whatever strategy PM Khan adopted
to negotiate with the threat from India, including an unequivocal caution to India
to be given unthinkable response to any military aggression and then implementing the same in letter and spirit by shooting down two Indian Airforce jets,
arresting one of the pilots and then returning him to India without any precondition, has been exquisite.
PM Khan’s government would have to do whatever it can to help succeed
the ongoing talks between Washington and the Taliban. In this connection
again, the role of the PTI government role and Foreign Minister Shah Mahmud
Qureshi has been commendable by putting all its weight behind the process of
negotiations. However, Pakistan’s challenges would not only be limited to successful talks between the US and the Afghan Taliban, but it would have to put
in an all-out effort to see a new Afghan political dispensation, in which the Taliban would have a definite role. Once the Taliban return to power in Afghanistan
in any shape, it would result in instability in Afghanistan, if the situation is not
managed efficiently. In this regard, the role of Islamabad would be crucial. Given
the successful role of Pakistan in bringing the Taliban to the negotiations table
with Washington on the request of the latter, one is hopeful that a breakthrough
is very much possible in restoring stability in Afghanistan. Whatever the nature
and form of the new dispensation in Afghanistan and whether the country continues to embroil in conflict, Pakistan must concentrate to secure its 2,640 kilometers long rugged border with Afghanistan. In this connection, the strategy to
erect a fence on the Pakistan-Afghanistan border is a better strategy.
In the backdrop of the Pakistan-India crisis and Taliban-Washington talks,
the Pakistan government’s focus on CPEC projects seems to have got somewhat diverted. The PTI government needs to refocus with full energy on the
CPEC, as it is one of the instrumental projects to give Pakistan the muchneeded economic space and stability. Islamabad, in the unfolding regional and
international situation, would have to further improve its relations with China
and even some more projects under or outside the CPEC must be signed with
Beijing. In the field of defence, Islamabad must ask China to provide it with
latest fighter jets and missiles to further consolidate its position vis-à-vis India.
Although the endeavours by the PTI government to expand the scope of Pakistan’s relations with other countries is indeed a shrewd policy, yet overreliance
on China is not at all a good strategy, nevertheless China is still the most important ally of Pakistan.
The recent extremely successful visit by Saudi Crown Prince Mohammed
Bin Salman to Pakistan and the way it was managed by PM Khan and his team
is a silver lining for Islamabad, when dark clouds of an economic meltdown
hover over the country. The more than $20 billion dollars investment deals MBS
signed with Pakistan would go a long way to address our economic woes. However, Pakistan needs to do more to improve its relations with Saudi Arabia as
well as the United Arab Emirates, which is another important investor in Pakistan, apart from Qatar and Kuwait, where there is a huge potential for the Pakistani labour force.
PM Khan would also have to expand its relations with Turkey, as it could
not only be a great source of investment, but also political and diplomatic support to Pakistan on international forums. At the same time, the PTI government
must increase trading relations with neighbouring Iran. Although the fate of the
Iran-Pakistan gas pipeline is almost sealed, yet there are many other avenues
of cooperation between the two countries.
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Controversy

CPEC in a rough patch?
Husnain Shahid
Rumours of a slowdown of the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC)
or abandonment of some initiatives under it have intensified after the government has diverted Rs24 billion of the landmark project to development
schemes for parliamentarians.
The Pakistan Tehreek-i-Insaf (PTI), which was against the allocation of
development funds to legislators and called it political bribe when it was in
the opposition, has funneled unprecedented funds for schemes to gain political benefits for its lawmakers. With the allocation of Rs24 billion, the total
spending on parliamentarians’ schemes would be Rs29 billion this year. In
its last year, the Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz (PML-N) government had
spent Rs32.6 billion under the Prime Minister’s Sustainable Development
Goals (SDG) Achievement Fund. The PTI government has started its journey
with a Rs29-billion spending plan for its first year in power. Experts say both
PML-N and PTI have used the name of SDGs to advance their political agendas.
According to reports, the Planning and Development Ministry issued the
adjustment order in the Public Sector Development Programme (PSDP)
2018-19, on January 16, a day after the Cabinet Division had request for
funds. “The approved funds of Rs24 billion will be surrendered in favour of
the Cabinet Division’s Development Grant Number 108, out of the allocation
for the CPEC and other initiatives available in the development grant of the
Ministry of Planning, Development and Reform in PSDP 2018-19,” read the
official memorandum. The money was surrendered for the “Sustainable Development Goals Achievement Programme (SAP)”, which enabled the Cabinet Division to take a technical supplementary grant of Rs24 billion from the
Finance Ministry.
The hefty allocation is in contrast to Prime Minister Imran Khan’s promise,
who said he would not use taxpayer money to lure voters. But he had to make
yet another compromise to retain his thin majority in the National Assembly.
It is said Members of the National Assembly (MNAs) belonging to the PTI
had warned him that if funds were not released for their schemes, the government might lose the next election. The PML-N government had spent over
Rs130 billion in about three years in over 100 constituencies and yet it could
not win the election. Following in the footsteps of the PML-N, the PTI government has also set up a steering committee, headed by Special Assistant
to PM on Political Affairs, Naeemul Haq, for approving development schemes
recommended by MNAs for their respective constituencies. In the PML-N
tenure, the job was performed by the then Minister of State for Parliamentary
Affairs, Sheikh Aftab Ahmad. The schemes are being forwarded to committees at district levels, a mechanism designed by the PML-N, to hide real motives of the spending.
On the other hand, the government has rejected reports the implementation of CPEC projects is being delayed. “China-Pakistan Economic Corridor
(CPEC) projects are progressing as per their schedules, while the government is expediting uplifts of the Gwadar Port for its significance in cross-regional connectivity. None of the CPEC projects is facing delay, rather Pakistan
and China have agreed to the future trajectory of the CPEC and timely completion of ongoing projects,” a spokesman for the Planning and Development
Ministry said in a statement.
However, the international media is skeptical about China's ambitious Belt
and Road Initiative (BRI). “Prime Minister Mahathir Mohamad of Malaysia
has canceled two mega BRI projects, including a $20 billion railway, citing
high costs. Pakistan's new government has called for a review of the crown
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jewel of BRI -- China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC), to which China
has committed more than $60 billion in funding. Myanmar's government has
just told Beijing that construction of a suspended China-funded hydropower
dam would not be allowed to resume. The Maldives, the tiny island nation in
the Indian Ocean, is trying to renegotiate down the $3 billion debt -- equal to
two thirds of its gross domestic product -- it has borrowed from China to fund
BRI projects,” a report in the Nikkei Asian Review said.
“But, inside China, it is hard to detect overt signs of any wavering in support for BRI the pronouncements from top Chinese leaders, especially President Xi Jinping. For Xi, BRI's architect, the vast project spanning half the
globe with infrastructure links connected to Beijing represents his vision to
project Chinese power and influence. But beneath the surface there is growing unease in China about BRI. And rightly so. With the country feeling an
economic squeeze, fighting a trade war with the U.S. and facing criticism
from nations receiving BRI funds, Chinese skeptics, including academics,
economists and business people, of BRI are quietly asking if their government is putting its scarce resources to the right use. To be sure, there are no
official announcements that Beijing is about to pare back Xi's BRI dreams.
Tight censorship has removed any direct criticisms of BRI from the media.
Yet, one can detect tantalizing signs that Beijing is already curtailing BRI, at
least rhetorically. The official propaganda machine, cranked to full steam to
tout BRI's achievements not too long ago, has turned down the volume these
days. In January 2018, the People's Daily, the Communist Party's mouthpiece, carried 20 stories on BRI. In January this year, there were only seven.
If we keep track of BRI stories in the official Chinese media in 2019 and compare the coverage with previous years, we should have a clearer picture
about where BRI is headed,” the report claimed.
According to a Turkish media report, China's "Belt and Road" Initiative
has been on the agenda of global economic and political circles for the last
two years. “With global trade volume expected to increase from $42 trillion
to $60 trillion between 2060 and 2100, much of it will be focused in Asia and
Africa, where populations will reach 4.9 billion and 4.4 billion, respectively,
by the year 2100. To meet such demands, China is looking to create a megatrade corridor that will offer a wide range of opportunities and a number of
centers on land, sea and air trade routes. This requires China to not only
deepen its relations with Myanmar, India, Pakistan, Iran, Russia and Turkey
but also carry out multi-faceted projects in the Gulf and in Africa. Interestingly,
however, all the countries with whom China has endeavored to build close
relations for a "mega future" are now facing challenges. The fact that Iran,
Pakistan and India are almost on the brink of war is clearly a situation that
undermines the cooperation China would like to create for its Belt and Road
Initiative. At the same time, the recent clash between Pakistan and India has
the potential to considerably put off the process of shifting the center of gravity
of global economic and political order from the Atlantic to the Asia-Pacific region,” a report in a leading Turkish daily said.
Experts say the diversion of Rs24 billion from some CPEC projects and
other initiatives, which had a total approved allocation of Rs27 billion, will adversely affect them. It also indicates the PTI government attaches low priority
to the CPEC and is keen to win and retain political loyalties of its members by
doling out taxpayers’ money. The discretionary spending is also a violation of
a Supreme Court judgment. The money has been diverted without the parliament’s approval. The CPEC is considered a game-changer in Pakistan and
the PTI government should not change its status for its petty political gains.
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Analysis

A right narrative
of peace
Ali Changezi Sandhu

Rationality is only weapon against war. Albert Schweitzer, a winner of 1952
Noble Peace Prize, articulates:“Wars are conducted because of lack of
highest rationality among human beings.” Recently, the voices of wars between two militarily well-equipped democratic countries are being heard.
Particularly, the non-professional Indian media and irrational analysts are
pushing their government to take military action against Pakistan, and punish it by waging war in spite of expecting sever reaction of Pakistan after
violation of its territorial boundaries a few day back. In spite of talking about
what happened, it is more appropriate to talk about the future for bringing
about peace between the two nuclear powers.
In the contemporary era, a few in the Indian government are backing
up to take the initiative of peace efforts. The question arises, why are they
not ready to give a chance to peace, and which are the detrimental factors
which are impelling the emotionally crippled Indian government after Pakistan’s sound retaliation? There is a dire need of philosophical analysis of
the psychic patterns of the Indian government, analysts and proponents
of war which are forcing them to exasperate the ongoing conditions of
peace.
In fact, roots of the Indian aggression against humanity could be traced
back to the philosophical notions of Albert Schweitzer’s concept of “reverence for life” in which he refers to the advanced level of rationality in human
beings by removing behavioral barriers in their attitudes towards nature
and other living creatures. He further argues that all living creatures are
significant and have right to live but rational faculty in human beings make
them more significant than other living creatures. The rational faculty calls
for great humanistic and ethical treatment towards other living entities.
Human beings are important because of their rational faculty. It impels
them to think and behave critically rather than emotionally.
Usage of the highest rationality fosters human beings to preserve not
only human existence but also of the rest of the world which includes nature, plants, animals and even tinny insects.
According to Schweitzer, millions of human beings have been killed,
uncountable plants and animals have been destroyed due to wars and
bloody conflicts, and environment has been polluted because of the usage
of chemical weapons but no one, in reality, could win any war. The most
disgusting element is that every nation has a number of justifications over
killing other human fellows. Furthermore, Albert Schweitzer tries to address the philosophical question about war by human beings against their
human fellows and what can help wipe out the element of war to avoid suffering and pain. He says that the human beings, who pose a great threat
to humanity and other living creatures and do not possess the highest rationality and reverence for life. If all human beings start to respect other
lives, there would be no war, no conflict and no sufferings for any human
being.
Every event of human beings that harms other humans and living en-
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tities is because of absence of highest rationality among human beings.
Thus, the conclusion could be driven from the philosophical notions of Albert Schweitzer who presented - after American nuclear attacks on Japan
-the philosophy of “reverence for life” to thwart any nuclear attack in future
that Indian media and the lobby of the BJP possess the lowest level of rationality and sense as they are misusing nationalism to create an environment of confrontation that could pave the way for nuclear war, and once
again in human history human beings, birds, trees, plants and every living
entity will swelter in the heat of the fire.
People from both sides should accelerate their rational faculty in order
to make it more advanced to think and behave ethically as well as critically.
That is the time for both nations to wage war against poverty, illiteracy, unemployment, lawlessness, stopping violation of human rights, corruption,
women subjugation, rape, and such kind of other social and economic constraints which have been creating hindrance to their development. Highest
rationality should be given space not only on public level, but also in media
houses, policy making houses, and barracks of the Armed forces. The international community should also exert its influence on the Indian government to not use human beings as shelter to gain political benefits. The
notions of “reverence for life’’ are to be followed in Indian occupied Kashmir
by stopping all sorts of violation against all living creatures. If it does not
happen, then attacks, like Pullwama and Uri, are expected to take place
in the future.
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Extremism

Internal threats to
Pakistan
Raza Khan

The recent military crisis between Pakistan and India shows the threat
which Pakistan faces on the external front, however, there have been multiple internal threats to the country which need to be identified and negotiated for the security of the state and citizens and solidarity of society.
Insofar as the threats from foreign countries to Pakistan are concerned,
among them the omnipresent threat of aggression from India is quite
grave. While Pakistan has demonstrated it has the capability to shield itself
from external threats whether India, Afghanistan or any other side, the big
question mark is how to deal with the threats from inside the country.
Coming to the threats to Pakistan at this point in time, the foremost
danger is the prevalence of large-scale extremism in the name of religion
within the country. There are innumerable groups and individuals, who
have been part of the extremist enterprises. In the last many years, the
government may have been able to launch some large-scale successful
military operations against terrorists and militants. However, the extremist
organizations, institutions and networks, which have been behind these
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terrorists and militants, are still very much intact. The magnitude and
strength of extremist organizations and network is so huge that it is very
difficult, if not impossible, for the security agencies to dismantle them. Nevertheless, the state has all what it takes to mop these extremist outfits, the
only condition is that the government has the political will to negotiate with
the threat with an iron hand.
The graveness of the threat from extremist organizations lies in the fact
that they have developed very complex command, control and support
system within Pakistani society. The command of the extremist networks
has generally been faceless due to the difficult to identify it. This is either
because leaders of the extremist groups do not consider them as fundamentalist or fail to realize the negative rather adverse effect of their activities on the state and society. In this case, when the leaders of extremist
networks do not realize their operations as radical and their adverse repercussions for the state and society, it is very difficult for the state and its apparatus to convince them to stop their activities. Because these extremist
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leaders think any government action against them as “illegal” rather a hurdle to their “religious” duties. Thies situation is indeed very explosive because these heads of fundamentalist networks have a huge social
influence and public following. Any corrective action from the government
is often portrayed as an action against religion in order to stir up public
sentiments and divert them against the government. This is particularly
true for extremist religious, outfits some of which had to face ignominious
electoral defeats at the hands of presently ruling Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf
(PTI) candidates in the last national elections.
Given the sensitivity of the question of religion in Pakistan, successive
governments often chose not to take action against leaders of extremist
networks. This has been the case with almost all successive federal and
provincial governments and other state agencies due to which extremist
networks have been growing in scale, size and scope without inhibition.
Resultantly, several extremist networks have become monstrosities and
the entire extremist enterprise as a proverbial Hydra. The recent actions
by Prime Minister Imran Khan’s government against extremist outfits, like
the Falah-e-Insaniyat Foundation (FIF), considered as the front organization of banned Lashkar-e-Tayyaba and taking over the control of Jaish-eMuhmmand-run schools and businesses in Bahawalpur region of the
Punjab province are steps in the right direction.
Even if the leaders of radical religious groups and networks are cognizant
of the anti-state and anti-social nature of their activities, they remain embroiled in such activities primarily because of their economic and social benefits. It must be mentioned that most of the leaders of the extremist networks
come from modest economic backgrounds and whatever fortune they have
made has been due to their extremist activities. Therefore, they are not at
all ready to give up their economic base, rather sources of sustenance.
The control structure of the extremist religious groups and networks is
very elaborate, intricate and extensive. Most of the extremist networks are
controlled by bodies of individuals, who have intimate relations with one
another, often of teacher-pupil and peers etc. These networks of individuals, in turn, are controlled by high-profile social, political, economic and,
above all, religious elite. The social elites use extremist religious networks
for their respective vested social, political and economic interests. The social elite, particularly religious elites, taking control of the extremist networks is profoundly significant to understand. Due to the elite, say in the
legislative business at different tiers of the government, any law dealing
with extremist groups and networks is very difficult to make. Consequently,
the state and government are found wanting to negotiate with the fundamentalist enterprises. Another very important aspect of the control edifice
of the extremist networks in Pakistan is that they are not only dominated
by the social elite but the latter also have links with power structures in
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other countries. This makes the structure extremely complex and difficult
to negotiate. Because power structures in many so-called friendly Muslim
countries of Pakistan have links with extremist organizations of Pakistan,
Pakistani authorities, due to fear of annoying friendly Muslim countries,
have been desisting from taking action against the extremist networks.
The support structure of the extremist networks in Pakistan is also varied and complex. The biggest ground level support to extremist webs
comes from the conservative sections of society, which believe in the genuineness of the agenda and argument of such organizations. As this section makes the largest part of Pakistani society, the extremist groups
capitalize on thies support. Thies support is critical for the survival and
growth of the extremist groups. The support does not come in the form of
moral or political backing only, but also more importantly in the shape of
contribution in cash and kind. Without thies money and material support,
the extremist organizations could not even operate. It is important to note
that the support in cash in kind is both voluntary and forcible. Those who
don’t support the extremist networks in cash and kind are looked down
upon and even physically intimidated and harmed. Another very important
support from ultra-conservative and poverty-stricken sections of society to
the extremist groups comes in the shape of dedicating sons and wards to
the organizations. This dedication of sons and wards to the extremist organizations by families is largely due to their poverty and religious sentiments. Both poverty and religious emotions are exploited by the
fundamentalist organizations to replenish their ranks.
Seeing the deep destabilizing effects of the extremist organizations on
the Pakistani state and society, enemy states of Pakistan also started funding the organizations indirectly and even directly by buying individuals
within them. The indirect financial support from enemies of Pakistan to our
fundamentalist organizations was easily managed by using illegal and unofficial money transfers mechanism, like Hawala and Hundi from Arab-Gulf
countries to Pakistan. So, nobody in Pakistan exactly knows the scale of
financial investment by foes of Pakistan into the country’s radical religious
outfits. However, according to estimates, it is huge. The matter is made
tricky due to refusal by the extremist organizations to open their accounts
for official audit and the government’s lack of political will to go about
checking their accounts. The financial support to the Pakistani extremist
organizations from abroad has been reinforcing the hybrid war which the
enemies of the country have imposed upon Pakistan for long.
Keeping in view the graveness of the extremist threat to Pakistan, the
PTI government has to come up with an elaborate strategy to deal with it,
as preparing for any aggression from the outside or successful operations
against terrorist networks would be meaningless, if the extremist forces
within the country are not meaningfully negotiated.
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Education

ASER-2018 renews
education hopes
Dr. Zaheer Ahmad Babar

The latest report of a most resourceful, authentic educational initiative of the
country is out again. The Annual Status of Education Report (ASER) 2018 was
released on February 21, 2019, showing a little improvement on the educational
scene of the country. Two per cent more children in the age group of 6 to 16
years were enrolled in schools in year 2018, compared with year 2016.
The 229-page report offers lots of data about various fields of the sector,
which will be discussed in the following lines. But before that, it would be interesting to know how much the data is authentic, and how it is collected all across
the country.
ASER is an educational study, conducted by Idara-e-Taleem-o-Aagahi (ITA)
through various organisations and individuals every year under the established
research methodologies by scientific rules. ITA Chief Operating Officer Baela
Raza Jamil says this year’s (2018) study was conducted by Idara-e-Taleem-oAagahi in joint cooperation of civil society and partner bodies, including Democratic Commission for Human Development, Community Research and
Development Organisation, Community Motivation and Development Organisation, Development Alternatives, Hamza Development Foundation, Society
for Human Development and Ehed Foundation.
In a talk with the Cutting Edge at the launch of the report in the federal capital
last month, she said that 11,000 volunteers visited 154 districts of the country
including new districts in Balochistan and Gilgit-Baltistan in 4,527 villages. ASER
gathered information from 89,966 households and assessed 260,069 children
aged between 3 and 16 years.
Baela Raza says the rural survey took into account 196,253 children between 5 and 16 years of age and assessed their competence in local languages
(Urdu/Sindhi/Pashto), English, and Arithmetic. She says the main purpose of
the study was to see progress or, lack thereof, with respect to the Article 25A of
the Constitution, making education a fundamental right for children between 5
and 16 years of age since 2010, and tracking advancement towards Sustainable Development Goal (SDG) 4, assessing learning at the lower primary level.
The ASER-2018 data showed that 83% children aged between 6 and 16
years were enrolled in schools, compared with 81% in 2016, thus showing a
decrease in the proportion of out-of-school children to 17% compared 19% two
years back, in 2016. Of them, 77% were enrolled with government schools and
23% went to private schools - 20% in formal education and 3% in madrasas.
Azad Jammu and Kashmir stood at the top with a 95% enrolment rate for children, followed by Gilgit-Baltistan and Islamabad with an enrolment rate of 91%
each. In the Punjab, 89% students are enrolled in schools, 86% in Sindh, 87%
in KP, 28% in Balochistan and 72% in tribal areas.
Pakistan is the second worst country in the world in terms of gender parity,
ranking 148 out of 149 countries in the Global Gender Gap Index 2018 the report released by the World Economic Forum (WEF) says. ASER-2018 also regretted that the authorities concerned failed to bridge the gender gap, as
nationally there had been a constant gender gap in out-of-school children: More
girls than boys have either not been enrolled or have dropped out of school.
However, it must be good to note that from a low base, South Asia has made
the fastest progress on closing its gender gap of any world region over the past
decade. In terms of year-on-year progress, out of the seven countries from the
region covered by the index four countries increased their overall scores compared to the last year, while three had decreased their overall scores.
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In some sectors, the department failed to show consistency. Early childhood
education was assessed in the report 2018. It stated that from 2014, the enrolment recorded at 39% declined to 37% in 2015, 36% in 2016 and rose to 37%
in 2018 again in rural areas of the country.
Poor learning outcomes have been known for a long time. All of the tests/examinations conducted in Pakistan have indicated low learning outcomes. However, the current report gave good news to the people concerned that the quality
of education improved compared with the past years. The statistics show that
56% of class five children could read a class two-level story in
Urdu/Sindhi/Pashto compared to 52% in 2016. In English, 52% of class five
children could read sentences of class two-level compared to 46% in 2016. For
Arithmetic, 53% of class five children could do two-digit division as compared
to 48% in 2016.
For language (Urdu), Azad Jammu and Kashmir (AJK) with 78%, Information and Communication Technologies-Islamabad 75%, Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa
(KP) 58% and the Punjab with 69% took the lead. For English, AJK with 92%,
Gilgit-Baltistan 63%, the Punjab 65%, and KP 55% were found to be the best
in terms of assessment results, whereas in Arithmetic too, AJK secured 73%,
GB 63%, the Punjab 60% and KP with 69% were on the top. The survey also
explained that boys were outperforming girls in educational and numerical skills
with 47% able to read at least sentences in Urdu/Sindhi/Pashto compared with
43% of the latter.
The ASER rural figures also showed that teachers’ overall attendance in
government schools stood at 87% as compared to 89% in private schools on
the day of the survey. The private school teachers were reported to have better
qualifications. As many as 42% teachers in private schools are graduates compared to 36% in government schools.
The report also points out lack of basic facilities in educational institutions. It
said that 32% of government schools and 11% of private schools do not have
useable water facilities and that 42% of government schools do not have toilet
facilities. It says 13% of surveyed private schools also do not have toilet facilities.
Also, 30% of public schools and 20% private schools do not have boundary
walls. Only 28% of government schools have computer labs and 22% have
smart boards.
Shafqat Mehmood Mirza, Minister for Education and Professional Training,
is, however, upbeat about bringing about a revolution in the field of education in
the next four years. At the launching ceremony of the report, he tells Cutting
Edge, the government has taken various steps to bring a visible improvement
in the education sector, such as launching of a uniform education system in the
country. He believes that a uniform curriculum and education system is imperative for providing equal opportunities to all students. He regrets that some elite
schools are putting up resistance, but the education ministry is optimistic it will
manage to bring all stakeholders on board for launching a uniform education
system.
The minister says that a campaign has been launched in the country for
bringing out-of-school children to schools, appointing more and qualified teachers to educational institutions, and providing all missing facilities there to get desired results in the coming years. He promised that the upcoming
Idara-e-Taleem-o-Aagahi reports would prove that education and health are top
priorities of the Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf government.
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Economics

Dwindling revenue vs
development budget
Muhammad Jahangir

In any situation of an economic crunch, it is the development budget that
faces the axe. This happened under all previous governments and it is
happening now. The present government inherited the economy in a bad
shape, characterized by high fiscal and current account deficits. The additional burdens were the high level of debt servicing due to the huge
amount of foreign and domestic loans, contracted by the previous government. In the given circumstances, there was no way out but to cut corners
and reduce expenses, wherever possible.
The first thing the government did was to go into an austerity mode. All
unnecessary government expenditures were eliminated with the Prime
Minister setting an example himself. He moved from the Prime Minister’s
House to a three-bedroom house. All luxury cars and vehicles were auctioned and the hospitality menu too was cut to the bare minimum.
But this was not enough because of the unremitting revenue shortfall.
According to the FBR,
the government has faced a revenue shortfall of Rs237 billion in the
first eight months of the current fiscal year as the collection stood at
Rs2328 billion against the assigned target of Rs2565 billion. This has created doubts whether the FBR will be able to achieve the annual tax collection target of Rs4398 billion for the current fiscal year 2018-19.
In the view of economic experts, the FBR is heading towards a revenue
shortfall in the range of Rs300 to Rs350 billion for the whole financial year.
With this massive shortfall, the overall budget deficit target under the present government may touch the highest ever absolute figure of 7 percent
of the GDP in the country’s history.
Tax collection fell short of target because of incentives provided by the
last regime for salaried class as the taxable limit was increased from Rs0.4
million to Rs1.2 million per annum, massive reduction in utilization of Public
Sector Development Program (PSDP), suspension of the withholding tax
on mobile phone usage and keeping the sales tax on petroleum products
at a lower side.
With tax collection in a downward spiral, the axe has fallen on the Public Sector Development Programme budget. According to the latest Planning Commission figures, the PSDP expenditure amounted to about Rs291
billion as of February 1, 2019. It means the government has consumed 43
percent of the total revised budget of Rs675 billion in the first seven months
of the current fiscal year. But the good thing is that this is not too far below
the average of 45 percent PSDP utilization recorded in the comparable
period during FY16 to FY18 under the PML-N.
Since the present government is committed to speedy economic growth
and welfare of the people, it is expected that the remainder of the PSDP
budget (Rs384 bn) will be spent in the five remaining months. As per available figures, funds over Rs65 billion were released in January alone. If the
spending goes on at this pace, the entire development budget may be released by the end of June. It will be a great accomplishment on the part of
the government.
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But there are hurdles to the way which the government will have to remove if it aims to accomplish the task. Given the shortfall in domestic revenue collection, the government has been depensing on foreign assistance
to achieve its development goals. It may be added that the revised PSDP
announced alongside the September 2018 mini-budget had shown Rs144
billion under foreign assistance which constitutes 21 percent of the Rs675
billion PSDP budget. In the first seven months, however, the foreign assistance has amounted to Rs121 billion. That is almost 84 percent of the
committed foreign assistance coming in already, contributing to 42 percent
to the PSDP releases thus far.
Significantly, the foreign money has been mainly concentrated in the
National Highway Authority (NHA) projects (71%), followed by
NTDC/Pepco (11%), Suparco (8%), and Wapda – water division (5%). As
usual, China is leading the pack on foreign financing of PSDP. The data
from the Economic Affairs Division, for 1HFY19, put incoming proceeds
from Chinese project loans at Rs82.86 billion – most of which go to federal
projects. Out of that, major funding came for CPEC highway and motorway
projects, Orange Line project, and a Remote-sensing satellite (Suparco).
Following China was the ADB, which channeled the government close to
Rs45 billion in 1HFY19, under transport, connectivity, energy and social
projects.
With five months still left, it is hoped in government quarters that foreign
assistance will continue to pour in increasing numbers. Pakistan’s foreign
policy initiatives are bearing results and more soft loans and grants are
expected from China and brotherly Muslim countries. And, as planned, an
IMF programme gets under way the country will be able to attract financial
inflows from a variety of sources.
But we should not solely depend on foreign assistance to meet our development needs. The CPEC is a big window of opportunity for foreign investment and it should be fully utilized. But at the same time, the
government should redouble its efforts to raise revenue internally for which
there is tremendous potential. This is a challenge to the country’s economic managers which they must accept.
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Economics

Inflation: An
inexorable spiral
Muhammad Jahangir

After a brief respite, inflation has resumed its upward spiral. According to
the latest data released by the Pakistan Bureau of Statistic, the country’s
inflation widened to 8.2 per cent year-on-year in February, driven by faster
rupee depreciation and increasing demand pressure.
The PBS monitors retail prices and computes the Consumer Price
Index (CPI) for a basket of 487 items collected from 40 cities and 76 markets. A detailed analysis shows that inflation has now crossed the fouryear high of 6.78 percent recorded in October last year — the period when
global oil prices started inching upwards. The average inflation during the
July-February period rose by 6.46 percent on a yearly basis. During the
last two months, inflation surged due to an increase in the prices of fresh
vegetables and fruits in major urban centres.
It may be recalled here that the government had projected 6 percent
annual inflation for the fiscal year 2018-19, but this figure has already been
crossed in February thies year. As against this, the average inflation was
3.92 percent in FY18 and 4.16 percent the year before. The latest spurt in
inflation is mainly ascribable to the non-food-non-energy (core inflation)
component. The core inflation, which is measured by excluding volatile
food and energy prices, was recorded at 8.8 percent year-on-year and has
been steadily rising for a couple of months despite a number of remedial
measures, including tightening of the monetary policy.
At the same time, experts have noted a gradual build-up of domestic
demand which has fuelled inflation in recent months. Of the 89 commodity
groups of the CPI price movement in 43 items has been much faster. In
February, food inflation increased by 4.5 percent on an annual basis. The
prices of non-perishable food items were up by 0.35 percent, while those
of perishable products fell by 10.4 percent. The food items whose prices
increased the most in February included tomato (150.04pc), chilly green
(37.43pc), pomegranate (11.24pc), chicken (4.17pc), fish (2.02pc), wheat
(1.43pc), mutton (0.72pc), pulse masoor (0.60pc) and beef (0.57pc). Furthermore, the impact of fuel prices was also felt on most food items, as retailers passed on the impact of higher transportation costs to consumers.
This impact was more pronounced in the case of milk, vegetables and
meat.
On the other hand, non-food inflation went up 10.1 percent on a yearly
basis, denoting that the direct impact of fuel prices on inflation was strong.
The prices of non-food items also remained under pressure on account of
11.61 percent rise in the education index, followed by 6.95 percent increase in clothing and footwear and 8.54 percent in housing, water, electricity, gas and other fuels during the period under review.
The 10 percent rise in petroleum prices, effective March 1, has worsened the lot of the common man. Petroleum price increases — since fuel
is the basic requirement for all sorts of businesses as well as households
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— invariably lead to a fresh round of chain reaction which pushes inflation
upwards. Besides, there are spending and subsidy cuts, which also hit the
middle and lower income groups hard.
The government has been using a combination of administrative and
monetary measures to control the rising inflation. The State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) has been tightening the monetary policy in the face of rising
inflation amid depreciating the rupee and high global crude prices over the
past two years. Policy rates are already at their six-year high after the SBP
raised the key rate by 25 basis points to 10.25 percent on Jan 31 this year.
It is relevant to add that the central bank has cumulatively raised the interest rate by 4.50 percent since January last year. The State Bank, in its last
quarterly, report also noted that the prices of major items such as wheat
and sugar recovered from their depressed levels that had persisted during
the fiscal year 2018.
The central bank, in its latest quarterly report on the state of economy
released recently said: “The SBP’s inflation projection for FY19 increased
further in the range of 6.5-7.5%. Following factors played a key role in this
regard – a higher-than-anticipated rise in international oil prices and its
pass-through to domestic fuel prices; upward revision in domestic gas
prices; further increase in regulatory duties on imports in early September
2018 and continued second-round impact of previous rupee depreciations.”
As of now, we are facing a situation of stagnant earnings, low growth,
and rising prices which, all combined together, is called stagflation. The
days ahead are more worrying as an IMF programme is said to be under
way. Some economists give more importance to the core inflation over the
CPI inflation as it depicts a non-volatile pricing trend than the CPI which
includes rapid fluctuations in food and energy prices.
The IMF is said to be demanding from Pakistan to commit to a further
fiscal adjustment of around 2.5 per cent of the GDP along with wide-ranging structural reforms. Thies adjustment will have to be supported by an
increase in electricity and gas rates as well as reining in public-sector entities to address the fiscal deficit in the system. The combined adjustment
over the next two years can go beyond 3.5 percent of the GDP, accentuating the inflationary pressures.
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Conflict

Pulwama and India
hegemony
Mehr Ispahani

The PAF shot down two Indian aircraft inside Pakistani airspace. One of
the aircraft fell inside Azad Kashmir while the other fell inside Indian occupied Kashmir. Pakistan's response is actually not a retaliation. It was
the demonstration of our capability, capacity and will. We never want to
escalate the situation. We even offered an investigation into the Pulwama
attack.
Saudi Crown Prince Mohmmed Bin Salman’s visit to India, which came
nearly three years after Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s visit to
Saudi Arabia when leaders from both countries took a decision to diversify
and expand their relationship to include trade, investment and counterterrorism, came under greater scrutiny this time around. For instance, at a
more symbolic level, Modi has come under sharp criticism domestically
for breaking protocol and doing his usual bear hug with the Saudi crown
prince. On a more substantive note, there has also been criticism that
Modi did not use the occasion to extract some strong commitment from
Saudi Arabia on Pakistan and terrorism. Though, he had said that there
would be a strong reference to countering terrorism, yet the fact that MBS
did not mention Pulwama is seen in India as a big failure.
India always prefers to play a typical blame game over every terror
incident in the country. It just points the finger at Pakistan in rather a mechanical fashion for every major terror attack on its soil. Pakistan has recently extended an olive branch to India in the form of the Kartarpur
Corridor to facilitate Indian Sikh pilgrims in the country. But regrettably,
Pakistan’s peace overture has not yet been reciprocated by India. The
Kashmir issue has been the bone of contention between the two SouthAsian neighbors. It has been the prime reason for hostilities between
India and Pakistan. There exists a UN resolution demanding for a
plebiscite in Kashmir, for seeking the will of the Kashmiri people to
weather join Pakistan or Kashmir. India, however, refuses to implement
the UN resolution in letter and spirit. Pakistan has been asking India for
a dialogue on a peaceful settlement of the Kashmir Issue, but India has
not only turned down Pakistan’s offers but also kept its heavy-handedness in suppressing the people of Kashmir. The Pulwama attack is purely
a domestic issue and blaming Pakistan is just a way for diverting the attention from the Indian army’s atrocities in Kashmir, its incompetence and
BJP’s failures. The BJP is facing an election defeat visibly and the upcoming elections could most likely mean an end to Modi’s political career.
Foreseeing his future, he is using a card which plays in India well_ “Pakistan Bashing”. Precious lives have been lost but the BJP and Modi have
seen a focus shift from the electorate counting Modi’s weaknesses. No
F-16 aircraft was part of any activity which took place near the LoC the
ISPR DG said. He said the PAF also undertook six air to surface strikes
from the airspace of AJK. Pakistan was left with no option but to respond
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to the Indian aircraft violation of LoC, but it was kept in view that the response is given by a responsible state, he said. He informed the media
that the PAF aircraft had-locked six targets across the LoC in the IHK including an administrative setup, military posts and a supply depot, but
undertook the strikes in open places close to the targets to avoid collateral damage and loss of human lives. He said the PAF had demonstrated
its capability of hitting any target of its choice. It was not a retaliation in
the true sense, but it was a demonstration of the capability of self-defence
and the will to retaliate without escalating the situation. He said it was
decided that no military target would be hit and there should also be no
collateral damage or loss of human lives while engaging the targets. The
criticism by Indian opposition parties at this juncture is significant as internal security and terrorism become key political issues ahead of the
forthcoming Lok Sabha elections.
The way the BJP is ruling the country, misusing the institutions, bulldozing them — it is in the national interest for the opposition parties to
unite and challenge the BJP. They want to counter the ensuing misconceptions, hatred and stereotyping and get the people in touch with each
other in a manner, unfettered and unfiltered by media biases. Vested interests keep flaring up tensions and selling the conflict to the population
for selfish gains. The governments and media need to be honest with the
people and tell them how things really stand right now.
The rhetoric needs toning down and the two countries should establish a narrative of mutual respect, along with easing up treaties and policies towards each other. Pakistan to this day remains the most constant
hindrance to total Indian hegemony in the subcontinent. That is why most
of India’s attention is diverted towards Pakistan and it is now expending
its energies in containing and subjugating Pakistan. India, which vows to
be a superpower, needs to have its eyes on relations with neighbors and
abandon the recklessness and arrogance as the world is undergoing
earthshaking changes. The BJP appears to be playing the role of a hegemonic power. Like the Congress before it, the BJP’s present position has
a system-defining quality. Both state and national elections are regularly
fought in reaction to the BJP. It has not been universally successful in
expanding its footprint. India’s eastern seaboard (stretching from West
Bengal in the north to Tamil Nadu in the south) remains relatively immune
to the BJP’s charms. The party has placed significant emphasis on making fresh inroads in the states in the coming election.
India is a huge market for Western consumer and military goods and
services. At the same time, it has strategic significance for the US in its
policy of containing China. This has created a sympathetic environment
for India in the West. It has also created a sense of arrogance and pride
in India.
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Opinion

Is war inevitable?
Faheem Amir

Every war is fought to protect some political and economic interests, gain
some hegemonic designs, impose politico-economic or religious ideology, instigate people to sacrifice everything, including their lives, families
and properties etc at the altar of nationalism, commit massacre in the
name of religion, capitalism, democracy, human rights, peace and divert
attention of people from the real issues like poverty, illiteracy, famine etc.
War is used to prolong the ruling period of the ruling elite, including political parties, businessmen, multi-national companies etc. Many countries,
like America and Israel etc, and weapon-producing companies love to ignite wars among different countries of the world for selling their weapons
and boosting their business.
History also teaches us that war is a natural phenomenon as it is in
the instinct of man, a reality which cannot be stopped in the world. However, Marxists are of the views that war can be ended from the world by
a workers’ revolution. On May 14, 1917, Lenin wrote: “All wars are inseparable from the political systems that engender them. The policy which a
given state, a given class within that state, pursued for a long time before
the war is inevitably continued by that same class during the war, the form
of action alone being changed… Nothing but a workers’ revolution in several countries can defeat this war. The war is not a game, it is an appalling
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thing taking toll of millions of lives, and it is not to be ended easily.”
There is an impending threat of a full-fledged war between India and
Pakistan after the Pulwama attack in India-occupied Kashmir, the Indian
Air Force’s cross-border strikes in Balakot, a retaliatory strike by Pakistan
across the LoC and shooting down two Indian fighter jets by the PAF.
Although Pakistan’s civilian and military leadership has shown exemplary prudence by handing the Indian pilot back to India for de-escalating
the situation, yet Narender Modi, the PM of India, is igniting jingoism
among the Indian people through his speeches and actions. The Indian
media is also inciting people and the government for a war against Pakistan in the name of nationalism. Artillery guns are still blazing along the
Line of Control. There are reports that India and Israel were about to attack Pakistan’s two cities, Karachi and Bahawalpur. Their plan was foiled
by the ISI by taking timely precautionary measures and informing other
countries about the plot and befitting response from Pakistan. Then, the
Pakistan Navy detected an Indian submarine trying to enter Pakistani waters and successfully thwarted the attempt. "The submarine was detected
and localised in Pakistan’s maritime zone on March 4," said a statement
by the director general of Navy's public relations. "The submarine could
have been easily engaged and destroyed had it not been Pakistan’s policy
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to exercise restraint in the face of Indian aggression and to give peace a
chance to prevail. However, the submarine was kept under watch along
with monitoring of other Indian navy units. The detected submarine was
one of the latest submarines of the Indian navy," added the statement.
These developments clearly show that the situation remains still volatile
and even a minor incident could trigger a full-blown war of unparalleled
consequences between the two nuclear-armed neighbours. If war breaks
out, it might kill more than 1.6 billion people within no time. In spite of thies
threatening and doomsday scenario, there are many Indian politicians
and international players that want to see a full-scale war between India
and Pakistan for protecting their own partisan interests.
It is tragic that the world is not willing to settle the Kashmir dispute
which is not only bringing the two nuclear-armed neighbours at the verge
of war but also putting the peace of entire region in jeopardy. On January
18, the United Nations Secretary-General Antonio Guterres announced:
“I’ve been offering my good offices in relation to the dialogue between the
two countries that, until now, had no conditions of success.” India is not
willing to give the Kashmiris their right to self -determination under the
UN resolution. India’s 7,50,000 troops are trying to crush the movement
of Kashmiris with bullets. So far, the Indian forces have killed thousands
of Kashmiris. But, the world is silent because most world powers, like
America and England, have their political, diplomatic and economic interests with India. Due to these interest, the superpowers have not even condemned the Indian strikes inside Pakistan’s territory. However, by this
strike, the Modi administration has once again internationalised the Kashmir issue. Arundhati Roy, a famous Indian writer, has written: “By goading
Pakistan into a counter-strike, and so making India and Pakistan the only
two nuclear powers in history to have bombed each other, Modi has internationalised the Kashmir dispute. He has demonstrated to the world
that Kashmir is potentially the most dangerous place on earth, the flashpoint for nuclear war”.
Modi wants to win the coming elections by creating Hindutva chauvinist hysteria. So, he is using the war-like situation with Pakistan for acquiring his political interests. Arundhati Roy further writes: “The country might
be poised on the edge of a war with Pakistan or more likely against the
people of Kashmir…the Modi government was making moves to push the
country into a war-like situation to make the people forget the myriad oppressions the current regime had inflicted on them. The Modi government
had promised to create two crore jobs every year. But unemployment was
skyrocketing. One per cent of rich Indians had wealth equivalent to the
combined wealth of 71% of the population.”
Politicians of both countries want to use the threat of war for preserving
their own partisan interests. Some corrupt leaders of the PPP and the
PML-N would like to see the threat of war lingering on. They want to use
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the precarious situation for getting an NRO and protecting their looted
and ill-gotten wealth.
A lasting peace between India and Pakistan would put financial benefits of both countries’ ruling elite in danger. They need hatred, threat and
a war-like situation to buy costly military arsenals. In the situation, many
countries and their military-industrial complexes earn huge profits from
their arms sales to India and Pakistan. The recent statement of Modi for
having French-made Rafale fighter jets prove the naked reality. Modi is
concealing his corruption and defeat from Pakistan in these words: “Today
there is talk that India is missing the Rafale jets. The entire nation is saying that if India had Rafale jets today, the outcome of the recent incidents
would have been different".
The Indian media, electronic, print and social, has created sensationalism and emotionalism among its people by giving false news, publishing anti-Pakistani reports, conducting pro-Hindu programmes at
various channels and supporting the Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh's
anti- Pakistani, anti- Muslim policy. In fact, the Indian media is successfully earning more money from the Modi government by spreading fear,
hatred, emotionalism and sensationalism among the people.
The RSS magazine's latest issue has urged the government for an allout war with Pakistan. A few years ago, K. Sudarshan, the erstwhile head
of the Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh, announced that nuclear war with
Pakistan is a possible way to “end the sway of evil in the world”. Many Indian thinkers openly stress the government for attacking Pakistan.
All leading newspapers, like the New York Times, BBC, the Guardian
etc have exposed the lies and yellow journalism of the Indian media. On
the other hand, Pakistan's media has shown some maturity and responsibility in covering and dealing with the situation. But, it is a fact, both
countries' media houses wish to linger on the situation for earning more
money.
There are some religious scholars and people, like Orya Maqbool Jan
and Dr Shahid Masood, who believe that war between India and Pakistan
cannot be stopped. After Israel's help to India against Pakistan, as Robert
Fisk has written in his latest article, it becomes clear that it has also religious significance. According to Orya Maqbool Jan, war between India
and Pakistan is inevitable because it will lead to Ghazwa-e-Hind about
which the Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) has already told. Interestingly,
Vikram Sood, former RAW chief, has also said Pakistan could unleash
“Ghazwa-e-Hind” against India, If the US troops exit Kabul.
All the above-mentioned facts suggest that the threat of war is still
looming over the horizon of South Asia. With the help of Israel, the Modi
administration will undertake some venture against Pakistan which could
ignite a full- fledged war between the two countries. The coming days are
very important, not only for India and Pakistan, but also for the entire world.
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Your View
Remembering Edhi

Imran’s peace avowal
PRIME Minister Imran Khan’s sincerity in seeing peace between

WE recently celebrated the 91st birth anniversary of

India and Pakistan is well reflected in his autobiography. D.H. Bu-

renowned philanthropist, humanitarian and social worker

tani, on pages 256 to258 of his book, The Future of Pakistan, de-

Abdul Sattar Edhi.

votes a whole appendix to an extract from Imran Khan’s

Edhi was born in 1928 in Gujarat, India, and then migrated to

autobiography.

Karachi after partition. He started rendered great sacrifices

Imran says: “As a Muslim I pray every night for strength to be hon-

to ease the suffering of orphans, homeless, destitute, needy

est in life and beg for health and happiness……I do feel very

and the poor in his young age.

strongly about underdeveloped countries like India and Pakistan

He used to beg for donations for the common people. Edhi

spending a great part of their budget on defence.”

dedicated most of his time to serve humanity. Later, he

Imran’s casual observation reflects that he has always been a man

formed the Edhi Foundation with an aim to provide shelter, fi-

of peace. Let Modi accept Imran Khan’s offer for talks lest he

nancial support, and food to the destitute besides launching

should repent.

an ambulance service for the injured and sick.
Daniyal Jameel Malik
Lahore

Edhi received several awards for exemplary work for
mankind irrespective of their caste, colour and class. Lenin
Peace Prize,
Nishan-i-Imtiaz and Wolf of Bhogio Peace Award are few
prominent awards he received for serving humanity. Edhi

Fake surgical strike

treated everyone with honour, respect and dignity regardless

A CLEAR violation but a small story is what it took the Indian gov-

of their colour and creed. Edhi was a hope for the helpless.

ernment and media to claim that it was a surgical strike and that

His life and legendary work itself are the source of inspira-

their air force targeted some “terror camps” in Pakistan on Feb 26,

tion for the nation.

killing hundreds. It is important to mention that the so-called video

Text about his life should be included in school curriculum

of “eyewitness” was uploaded on Feb 25 on the BBC India website,

and textbooks so that our youth can learn from his humani-

while the incident happened on Feb 26.

tarian work.
Assad Ali Lund

Why was the attacked place not shown in this video? The social

Dadu

media users in Pakistan are having fun over this “surgical strike II”
claim which is as false as the first one. The truth is only about 15
pine trees were partially or totally damaged when the Indian payload dropped.

Chohan quits after slip

The entire incident was a ploy by the BJP government to garner
FULL marks to Prime Minister Imran Khan. He has ably and in a

more votes in the upcoming national elections.
Afia Ambreen
Rawalpind

timely manner upheld the dignity and integrity of the white in the
Pakistani flag.
The prime minister saying that Punjab Information Minister
Fayyaz Chohan be shown the door for his thoughtless and heartburning remarks against the Hindu community has the support of

Shakirullah

all Pakistanis.

After the Palwama incident, the inmates of an Indian prison brutally
beat to death a Pakistani prisoner, Shakirullah, serving time in the
same prison. On the other hand, Pakistan returned the Indian pilot it
captured safe and sound to the Indian authorities. New Delhi
replied to Islamabad’s peace offering with a Pakistani civilian’s bat-

I am sure many citizens are thankful that the country has a chief
executive who is cognizant of the rights of citizens and willing to
bat on their behalf (pun intended).
In my opinion the real challenge before the prime minister is the
educating of the masses and instilling in them respect for the reli-

tered body. This is sad news for all Pakistanis. I feel the govern-

gious beliefs of others. This has also been enjoined by Islam.

ment should not allow Shakirullah’s blood to go in vain. It should

One hopes this sad incident has taught Chohan and other people

take measures to initiate proceedings to ensure those responsible

who possess his mindset that we Pakistanis sit on a higher moral

pay for their misdeed.

plane.
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This parasitic cuckoo bird shows
cheaters don’t always get ahead

The world’s largest bee has been
rediscovered after 38 years

Susan Milius

Jeremy Rehm

Cheating pays, sort of. But for
a glossy blue-black bird with a
bright yellow eye, cheating
doesn’t outdo regular honest
parenting.
The greater ani, a type of
cuckoo found from Panama to
the Amazon Basin, usually starts out as a dutiful parent. Two or three male-female pairs typically build and fill a communal nest “like a big basket of eggs,”
says behavioral ecologist Christina Riehl of Princeton University. But if a snake
or some other disaster kills the young, a bereft female sometimes gets sneaky.
She slips into neighboring ani nests and leaves an egg here and there that she
won’t care for, but the rightful nest owners might. Not all females from trashed
nests do that. Some just wait for the next breeding season, when all the birds
get a fresh start building another nest. Greater anis’ sporadic cheating offers a
rare chance to compare the success of egg-sneaks with honest mothers in the
same species. Over 11 breeding seasons, Riehl and colleagues determined the
parentage of more than 1,700 eggs and found 65 eggs in foster nests.
Mothers that parasitize other nests in this way seem to lay more eggs a year, on
average, Riehl says. “It’s actually kind of hard to be a parasite,” she says. But
the average number of chicks that survived to flutter out of the nest on their own
frantic wing power was about the same for all females, Riehl and Princeton colleague Meghan Strong report. The mothers that always cooperated averaged
about one fledgling a year, and so did the females that laid stealth eggs. Birds
that off-load the work of raising their chicks by sneaking eggs into some other
family’s nest have long fascinated biologists. Figuring out who sneaks and who
doesn’t can provide insight into the balance of forces that promotes cheating or
cooperation, says behavioral ecologist Dai Shizuka of the University of Nebraska–Lincoln.
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Everything about Wallace’s
giant bee is goliath: It
reaches an average body
length of around 4 centimeters — about the size of a
walnut — and has a
wingspan of over 7.5 centimeters. Yet despite its
eye-popping size, it’s been nearly 40 years since the world’s largest
bee (Megachile pluto) was officially sighted in the wild.
So when Eli Wyman, an entomologist at Princeton University, had an
opportunity to hunt for the elusive bee, he jumped at the chance. He
and two other scientists, along with photographer Clay Bolt, set off in
January for a two-week expedition to forests on two of only three Indonesian islands where the bee has ever been found. It’s thought that
the females build a home by using their formidable jaws to burrow into
termite nests and line the tunnels with resin to ward off termites. So
while trekking in the oppressive jungle heat, the team stopped at every
termite nest spotted on the trunk of a tree and watched for 20 minutes
for a telltale bore hole or a bee emerging. “After several days of searching and looking at a lot of these termite nests and not seeing anything,
I think we all kind of internally just accepted that we weren’t going to
be successful,” Wyman says.
As the search was ending, the team decided to check one last nest
only about 2.4 meters off the ground — and found the signature hole.
Wyman, standing on a small platform, glanced inside and tapped the
hole a few times with a stiff blade of grass. Moments later, a lone female Wallace’s giant bee emerged. “We were just all over the moon,”
Wyman says.
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40 push-ups may show men’s heart health
Dennis Thompson
If you're a 40-something guy and can't do 40 push-ups in a row, maybe it's
time to do something about it.
A new study suggests the number of push-ups a middle-aged man can perform might be an indication of his overall heart health. Men who can do more
than 40 at a time have a 96 percent reduced risk of heart attack, stroke and
heart disease compared with men who could muster fewer than 10, according
to findings. "There was basically a dose response," said senior researcher
Dr. Stefanos Kales, a professor of environmental health at Harvard T.H. Chan
School of Public Health in Boston. "The more pushups you could do, the less
likely you were to have a heart disease event." It appears that push-up capacity may be a "marker of general physical fitness," Kales said.
"As you can well imagine, there are people who are world-class marathon
runners who can't do very many pushups, and there might be people who
are bodybuilders that can do a lot of push-ups but can't run very well," he
added. "But we found in this study and other studies we've done, in general,
push-up capacity and aerobic capacity are pretty well correlated." For the
study, Kales' team tracked the heart health of just over 1,100 active male
firefighters for a decade, starting in 2000. The average age of the participants was about 40 at the study's start, and the group had an average body
mass index (BMI) of 28.7, which is overweight. BMI is a measure of body
fat based on height and weight. The men's push-up capacity was measured
at the study's start, and participants also underwent a treadmill test to check
their aerobic capacity. Each man then underwent yearly physicals and filled
out health questionnaires. During the 10-year follow-up, 37 men developed
heart health problems, the findings showed.
The researchers broke the men into five groups, based on increments of

10 push-ups, and ran the numbers to see if their push-up capacity accurately predicted heart problems. Even after adjusting for age and BMI, the
investigators found that the number of push-ups a man could perform predicted their risk of heart problems. Push-up capacity was more strongly associated with heart health than aerobic capacity as measured by a standard
treadmill test, the study authors said. Even so, doctors are likely to continue
relying on stress treadmill tests as a measure of heart health, said Dr. Satjit
Bhusri, a cardiologist with Lenox Hill Hospital in New York City. "I agree with
the authors that push-up performance can correlate with stress testing,"
Bhusri said. "However, the tremendous data and information accumulated
with stress testing still makes it the gold standard."
Because the study only involved men, its results can't be applied to women.
Kales suspects there would be a similar relationship, but it might have to
be measured differently. The push-up test might not accurately predict heart
problems for everyone, added Dr. Gerald Fletcher, a professor of cardiovascular medicine with the Mayo Clinic in Jacksonville, Fla.

Women who work long hours may face more depression
Amy Norton
Feeling trapped behind a desk, a counter or on the factory floor does no
favors for the mind. Now, research helps confirm that women with jobs
that demand long hours may be more prone to depression.
Researchers found that compared with women who worked a standard 40-hour
week, those who were on the clock 55 hours or more typically reported more
depression symptoms. The same was true of women and men who usually
worked weekends as well as weekdays. The findings, based on thousands of
British adults, do not prove that long work hours were the culprit. "Workers are
complicated creatures," said lead researcher Gillian Weston, of University College London. "And it's not possible to [account for] every potential influence
when looking for associations in an observational study." Still, she said, her team
was able to factor out a number of factors that affect depression risk -- such as
income and education, and whether people were married or had children. And
still, long work weeks remained linked to a higher risk of depression symptoms.
The findings have implications in a world where people are increasingly
expected to work outside the traditional 9-to-5 window, according to Weston's team. Theresa Nguyen is a licensed clinical social worker and vice
president of policy and programs for the nonprofit Mental Health America.
She said that in recent years technology has sharply reduced workers'
"safe spaces" of personal time. "Our smartphones have created an ex-
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pectation that you'll always be available. You'll answer emails even when
you're on vacation," said Nguyen, who was not involved in the study. For
women -- who have always borne the stress of balancing work and family
life -- the added time demands can be especially daunting.
"There's the pressure that society puts on us, and that we put on ourselves," Nguyen said. "As women, we worry about being at work and
away from family." In most countries, Weston said, women typically work
less than men do, and those who are married with children often cut down
their work hours.
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Hannah

Isn't It Romantic

Peter Bradshaw

Ian Freer

Experiencing the formal, compositional
chill of this film is like opening the door of
a freezer cabinet and putting your head
inside. The Italian film-maker Andrea
Pallaoro directs and co-writes, and the
star is Charlotte Rampling, whose performance won her the Volpi cup for best
actress at the Venice film festival two years ago. It is the portrait of a lonely,
unhappy life and the action is almost wordless, in a series of scenes often
recorded by fixed camera positions that (for a while) withhold from the audience
the full truth of what is happening. It is perhaps inspired by Chantal Akerman’s
1975 film Jeanne Dielman, 23 Quai Au Commerce, 1080 Bruxelles.
Hannah (Rampling) lives alone in a modest apartment, her face an enigmatic mask. In fact, the film itself has what you could call Resting Charlotte
Rampling Face: austerely intelligent, unsmilingly beautiful, intimidating, cold
in a way that speaks of sadness protectively walled up in dignity and courtesy. It is an expression that could too easily be mistaken for simple contempt or self-disgust. She has a job working as a cleaner for a wealthy
woman in an elegant, modernist house, and she has become reasonably
friendly with the woman’s young son whose blindness evidently facilitates
the nearest thing Hannah now has to intimacy with anyone. It’s a Frankenstein’s-monster exile.
Hannah appears a bit above this kind of work – though this may be an illusion
created by the impression of martyred, fastidious hauteur. Maybe it is the only
employment possible, because Hannah’s ageing husband (André Wilms) has
been sent to prison, for a disgrace that we can just about imagine.

Fighting With My Family
Terri White
The WWE, back when it was
known as WWF and there was
no animal-based confusion, was
the home of grown men in neon
tights and face masks, wrestling
other grown men in neon tights
and face masks to respectable
crowds in modest arenas. The World Wrestling Federation became
World Wrestling Entertainment Inc. and, as the ‘inc’ would suggest, is
now a billion-dollar, global-crowd-drawing enterprise. The men in tights
have been joined by women in tights and one of the most well-known
female performers of recent years is Paige — real name Saraya-Jade
Bevis — a Norwich-born performer and daughter of the infamous family
of wrestlers, the Knights.
Parents Patrick ‘Rowdy Ricky Knight’ (Nick Frost) and Julia ‘Sweet
Saraya’ (Lena Headey) are obsessed with wrestling, running a local
gym and putting on scrappy events. It’s an obsession passed down to
their kids including Raya (Florence Pugh) and Zak ‘Zodiac’ (Jack Lowden) — “We’re riddled,” says Zak (“That’s not good,” retorts Raya. “You
make it sound like hepatitis”). But cracks start to appear when the two
attend try-outs for the WWE and only Raya — who takes on the
wrestling name of Paige – is taken to Florida to train for the main roster.
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If there are many movies that have
knowingly played with romcom
tropes (Sleepless In Seattle, (500)
Days Of Summer), there are only a
handful that devote their entire running time to skewering the genre.
From meet-cutes to last-minute dashes, Todd Strauss-Schulson’s (The
Final Girls, A Very Harold & Kumar 3D Christmas) spry comedy goes full
Scream on the romcom but in the gentlest way possible. It’s a likeable,
polished, occasionally inspired confection but doesn’t quite have the guts
to have its frosted cupcake and eat it.
Indoctrinated by her mother (Jennifer Saunders) to hate the premise and
promise of romcoms (“Life’s not a fairy tale. Not for girls like us,” she
tells her young daughter during Pretty Woman), Natalie (Rebel Wilson)
grows up working as junior architect in a dowdy office, living in a
cramped, run down New York apartment and decidedly anti-romantic.
An extended, not particularly funny brush with a mugger sees her hit her
head and wake up in a hospital room, in a private room filled with flowers
and greeted by a handsome doctor (Tom Ellis) to the strains of ‘Theme
From Another Place’. She doesn’t know it yet but Natalie is now living in
a romcom. It’s here Isn’t It Romantic has to deliver on its pitch — how
does a cynical modern woman survive in romcom hell? — and, when it
does, it’s a lot of fun. There’s a string of gags about unrealistic apartment
sizes, huge high-tech offices, quaint, spotless New York neighbourhoods, makeover montages, voiceovers, bitchy work colleagues and a
big danceathon to Whitney Houston.

The Hole in the Ground
Kim Newman
Traditionally, horror movie heroines were most likely imperilled
teenagers. Recently, the embattled mum has become a stronger
presence. This quietly spooky
folk horror movie follows Under
The Shadow, Hereditary and A
Quiet Place in building a story around a mother fighting for a child —
though Seána Kerslake’s frazzled, down-to-earth abuse survivor Sarah
is as afraid of her son as she is for him. Kerslake is outstanding as a jittery, vulnerable woman who knows that her son isn’t her son but also
that saying so just makes her seem mad.
The Hole in the Ground, written by Stephen Shields and director Lee
Cronin, has a lot of plot in common with Corin Hardy’s Irish-set The Hallow but its mood is different, holding back on effects horrors in favour of
a nerve-fraying waiting game between creepy kid — we know he’s a
changeling, even as Sarah can barely bring herself to suspect — and
the driven-beyond-her-breaking-point mum. Early on, omens proliferate:
a madwoman (Kati Outinen) who once murdered her own son haunts
the road, muttering about evil presences. A vast, ominous sinkhole in
the woods further erodes anyone’s sense of security. Though Sarah tells
her son Chris to stay out of the danger zone, she finds his favourite toy
discarded near the hole.
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Playfair Cricket Annual 2018

Healed

Ian Marshall

Manisha Koirala

The 71st edition of the Playfair Cricket Annual
is packed with all the information you need to
follow the cricket season in 2018. As Joe Root
leads England towards his country's 1000th Test
this summer, there are comprehensive Test
match records and career records, as well as
series records with this season's tourists Pakistan and India. County cricket is covered in
depth, with biographies of all players registered
to the counties at the start of the season, full
coverage of last summer's events and a fixture
list for all major domestic matches in 2018. New
for this year are a register of Ireland's international players, as the country
looks forward to its first Test; career records for England players in IT20s;
and more space than ever given to women's cricket after England's World
Cup triumph under Heather Knight.

Healed is the powerful, moving and deeply personal story of actor Manisha Koirala's battle
against ovarian cancer. From her treatment in the
US and the wonderful care provided by the oncologists there to how she rebuilt her life once she
returned home, the book takes us on an emotional roller-coaster ride through her many fears
and struggles and shows how she eventually
came out triumphant. Today, as she completes
six years of being cancer-free, she shares her
story-one marked by apprehensions, disappointments and uncertainties-and the lessons she learnt along the way. Through
her journey, she unravels cancer for us and inspires us to not buckle under
its fear, but emerge alive, kicking and victorious.

Dangerous Lies
Becca Fitzpatrick
Another thrilling read from the queen of YA
smoulder, Becca Fitzpatrick. If you enjoyed
Hush, Hush, you'll love Dangerous Lies. . .
Stella Gordon's life is a lie. She does not
belong in Thunder Basin, Nebraska. As the
key witness in a murder trial, Stella is under
witness protection, living a life she doesn't
want. No one can know who she really is.
Not even Chet Falconer, her hot, enigmatic
neighbour. But against her better judgement, Stella finds herself falling under
Chet's spell. A storm is brewing. Is Stella
really safe in Thunder Basin? And will Chet
be her shelter, or her downfall.

Sparks of Phoenix
Najwa Zebian
As the phoenix emerges from its ashes, Zebian emerges ablaze in these pages, not
only as a survivor of abuse, but as a
teacher and healer for all those who have
struggled to understand, reclaim, and rise
above a history of pain. The book is divided
into six chapters, and six stages of healing:
Falling, Burning to Ashes, Sparks of
Phoenix, Rising, Soaring, and finally, A New
Chapter, which demonstrates a healthy response to new love as the result of authentic healing. With her characteristic
vulnerability, courage, and softness, Zebian
seeks to empower those who have been
made to feel ashamed, silenced, or afraid; she urges them, through gentle
advice and personal revelation, to raise their voices, rise up, and soar.
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Early Indians
Tony Joseph
Who are Indians? Where did they come from? Many
of them believe their ancestors have lived in South
Asia since “time immemorial.” But, as it turns out,
“time immemorial” may not have been all that long
ago. To tell the story of ancestry, journalist Tony
Joseph goes 65,000 years into the past - when a
band of modern humans, or Homo sapiens, first
made their way from Africa into the Indian subcontinent. Citing recent DNA evidence, he traces the subsequent large migrations of modern humans into
India - of agriculturalists from Iran between 7000 and 3000 bce and pastoralists from the Central Asian Steppe between 2000 and 1000 bce,
among others. As Joseph unravels history using the results of genetic and
other research, he takes head-on some of the most controversial and uncomfortable questions of Indian history: Who were the Harappans? Did the
Aryans really migrate to India? Are North Indians genetically different from
South Indians? And are the various castes genetically distinct groups?

The Secret Commonwealth
Philip Pullman
The second volume of Sir Philip Pullman's The
Book of Dust sees Lyra, now twenty years old,
and her daemon Pantalaimon, forced to navigate their relationship in a way they could never
have imagined, and drawn into the complex and
dangerous factions of a world that they had no
idea existed. Pulled along on his own journey
too is Malcolm; once a boy with a boat and a
mission to save a baby from the flood, now a
man with a strong sense of duty and a desire to
do what is right. Theirs is a world at once familiar
and extraordinary, and they must travel far beyond the edges of Oxford, across Europe and into Asia, in search for what
is lost - a city haunted by daemons, a secret at the heart of a desert, and
the mystery of the elusive Dust.
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Horoscope

Aries (Mar 21-Apr 19)

Leo (Jul 23-Aug 22)

Sagittarius (Nov 22-Dec 21)

It might be time to do some of those
chores at home. You can get into weight
loss programs or go out and change your
image with a new look in clothing, hairstyle, and attitude. You will find it easy to
learn and excel. Friends and relatives can
give you good advice. Your lucky day this
week will be Saturday.

Get involved in physical activities that will
stimulate you. You should get into programs
that will enhance your appearance and help
you to be the best that you can. Inharmonious situations at home may be extremely
upsetting for you this week. Do not let them
blow situations out of proportion. Your lucky
day this week will be Sunday.

Set aside any decisions regarding your personal life this week. Nothing can be resolved
if you don't want to talk about it. There could
be disappointment regarding investments.
The locks, stove, gas, or electric wires may
not be secure. Your lucky day this week will
be Monday.

Taurus (Apr 20-May 20)

Virgo (Aug 23-Sep 22)

Capricorn (Dec 22-Jan 19)

Be sure to take care of the needs of
youngsters. It will be all around you. Trying
to deal with your mate will be unproductive
and possibly hurtful. This is not the best
time to take a risk, to gamble or spend
money you really can't afford to part with.
Your lucky day this week will be Thursday.

Deception and doubts may surround your involvement with friends and relatives. Look to
a close friend for advice. Networking will be
a necessity. You will accomplish the most
through or. Your lucky day this week will be
Wednesday.

You must try to lay your cards on the table.
Talk to your mate and tell them how you feel.
For best results get out of the office and do
your job en route. You can ask for favors and
get sound advice from close friends or relatives. Use discretion in your dealings and refrain from making verbal promises of any kind.
Your lucky day this week will be Tuesday.

Gemini (May 21-June 20)

Libra (Sep 23-Oct 22)

Aquarius (Jan 20-Feb 18)

You need time to put your house in order
and sort out what you are going to do about
your personal direction. Don't point your finger unjustly at others. Your devotion will be
persuasive. Look into career choices and
courses being offered. Your lucky day this
week will be Saturday.

Don't make financial contributions in order to
impress others. Be sure to organize events that
will keep the children busy. A lack of support
and negativity have been the main problems.
Stay mellow. Your lucky day this week will be
Monday.

Changes regarding family members will set
you off. You need to get out if you want to
meet potential partners. Keep on your toes
when dealing with others. You will enjoy lavish forms of entertainment and should consider making arrangements early. Your lucky
day this week will be Sunday.

Cancer (Jun 21-Jul 22)

Scorpio (Oct 23-Nov 23)

Pisces (Feb 19-Mar 20)

Don't overspend on friends or children. You're
in the mood to spend money. Be careful that
you don't overextend yourself. Discord may
arise with someone you're close to. Your lucky
day this week will be Monday.

Accept the inevitable, and opportunities for
advancement will follow. You need to mingle
with people who can spark enthusiasm and
confidence in you. You are best to be accommodating for the time being. Sudden romantic infatuations won't be lasting. Pursue
outdoor activities or any physical exertion.
Your lucky day this week will be Friday.

If you haven't already, don't be afraid to start
your own small business on the side. You may
find that you are a little lucky this week. Try not
to allow superiors or those in a higher position
to take advantage of you. Try to curb your
tongue and let others at least get a word in.
Your lucky day this week will be Monday.
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